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Abstract:  

This thesis explores how managers in the Finnish Tax Administration (FTA) uses and implements 

Talent and Employee Retention (TER) in their work as well as looks into how the FTA applies TER to 

its operations. These retention efforts are becoming more and more important to organisations as it is 

increasingly challenging for organisations to find and keep employees. Factors like shrinking 

workforces, changing needs of the employee, increased worker willingness to change organisations, 

and shifting societal values all aggravate the possibilities organisations have for filling its needed 

positions. Effective retention efforts are also important when considering the considerable direct as 

well as hidden costs that accompanies employee turnover. Due to factors like these TER is seen as a 

valuable part of organisational strategies and practises when trying to decrease dysfunctional employee 

turnover. This is a view that is shared by both private as well as public organisations alike. The 

managers of the organisation are key performers of TER and are crucial for implementing and 

administrating strategies and practices that TER consists of. 

 

There is a lack of research about TER performed in the public sector. To this date most of the research 

has been performed in high-knowledge environments in the private sector. This creates an interesting 

largely untapped area of research, as the public sector often cannot compete with private corporations 

in terms of salary and other non-monetary benefits. Because of this, and the fact that organisational 

managers are important for TER management, the decision was made to perform an explorative 

research study on the FTA’s managers and on the organisation. The aim is to produce a deeper 

understanding on how managers in the public sector implement TER and what their knowledge level is 

about the topic. The aim is also to produce knowledge on how TER can be implemented in a public 

organisation. 

 

In order to provide a clear overview of the research topic, this thesis presents a selection of existing 

theories and previous research that can be seen as relevant for the topic. This literature consists of TER 

and HRM theories. Furthermore, this thesis makes use of empirical data that was gathered through an 

embedded multiple case study. The case study was carried out in the FTA’s Uusimaa region offices, 

where the data was gathered through qualitative interviews with eight managers. The data was then 

analysed through a thematic analysis and categorised into patterns and themes based on the topics of 

the study. 

 

This research study reveal that a majority of the FTA’s managers do not possess good theoretical 

knowledge about TER. This lack of knowledge is seemingly caused by inadequate training and 

communication from the organisation. Nevertheless, in practice most of the managers do apply basic 

forms of TER in their work, with some managers even practising sophisticated TER strategies in their 

own teams. Furthermore, while the FTA does not have any specific TER programme, the organisation 

is aware about the related strategies and practises and has implemented basic TER in the organisation. 

However, the results show that organisations TER is lacking in areas of reward systems, 

communication and more sophisticated TER strategies and practises. 

Keywords: Talent and Employee Retention, Talent Retention, Human Resource Management, 

Employee Turnover, Talent Management, Finnish Tax Administration, Public Organisations. 
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Sammandrag: 

I denna avhandling så undersöker jag hur förmän inom Finlands Skatteförvaltning använder och 

implementerar ”att behålla kompetens och personal” (KP) i sitt arbete samt även hur Finlands 

Skatteförvaltning tillämpar KP inom sin verksamhet. Dessa insatser inom KP blir allt viktigare för 

organisationer eftersom det blir alltmer utmanande för organisationer att hitta och behålla sina 

anställda. Faktorer som krympande arbetskraft, de anställdas förändrade behov, en ökad vilja hos 

arbetstagare att byta mellan organisationer och förändrade samhällsvärderingar försvårar de 

möjligheter som organisationer i dag har för att fylla sina positioner. Effektiva försök inom KP är 

också viktiga när man betraktar de höga direkta och dolda kostnader som orsakas av 

personalomsättning. På grund av dessa faktorer ses KP som en värdefull del av organisatoriska 

strategier och praxis när man försöker minska dysfunktionell personalomsättning. Detta är en 

uppfattning som delas såväl av privata som offentliga organisationer. Organisationens förmän är 

betydande utövare av KP och är avgörande för att implementera de olika strategierna och metoderna 

som KP består av. 

 

Det råder brist på forskning om KP inom den offentliga sektorn. De flesta undersökningar har hittills 

genomförts i högkunskapsmiljöer inom den privata sektorn. Detta skapar ett intressant och i stort sett 

outnyttjat forskningsområde, eftersom den offentliga sektorn ofta inte kan konkurrera med privata 

företag vad gäller lön och andra förmåner. På grund av detta, och det faktum att organisationernas 

förmän är viktiga för KP-hantering, så tog jag beslutet att utföra en undersökande forskningsstudie om 

Finlands Skatteförvaltnings förmän och organisationen. Detta för att skapa en djupare förståelse kring 

hur förmän i offentliga organisationer implementerar KP och vad deras kunskapsnivå är om ämnet. Ett 

ytterligare mål är att producera kunskap om hur KP kan implementeras i den offentliga sektorn. 

 

För att ge en tydlig översikt av forskningsämnet så presenterar jag i denna avhandling ett urval av 

befintliga teorier och tidigare forskning som kan ses som relevanta för ämnet. Denna litteratur består 

av KP- och personalledningsteorier. Dessutom använder jag i denna avhandling empiriska data som jag 

har samlat in genom en inbäddad mångfaldig fallstudie. Fallstudien genomfördes på Finlands 

Skatteförvaltnings kontor i Nyland, där materialet samlades in genom kvalitativa intervjuer med åtta 

förmän. Materialet analyserades sedan genom en tematisk analys och kategoriserades in i modeller och 

teman baserade på undersökningens huvudfrågor. 

 

Denna forskningsstudie avslöjar att majoriteten av förmännen vid den finska Skatteförvaltningen inte 

besitter en god teoretisk kunskapsnivå angående KP. Denna brist på kunskap tyder på otillräcklig 

utbildning och kommunikation från organisationens sida. Trots detta tillämpar de flesta förmännen i 

praktiken grundläggande former av KP i sitt arbete, och en del förmän utövar till och med sofistikerade 

former av KP i sina egna team. Studien visar dessutom att fastän finlands skatteförvaltning inte har 

något specifikt KP-program så är organisationen medveten om relaterade strategier och metoder samt 

har implementerat en grundläggande KP inom organisationen. Resultatet visar dock att organisationens 

KP-hantering har brister inom belöningssystemen, kommunikationen samt inom mer sofistikerade KP-

strategier och metoder. 

Nyckelord: Att behålla kompetens och personal, att behålla personal, personalledning, 

personalomsättning, talanghantering, finska Skatteförvaltningen, offentliga organisationer. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Our world is smaller than ever before! Resources. capital and employees can quickly and 

easily move or change locations – both physically and legally – to almost anywhere in 

the world. The current situation has grown from technological developments, 

deregulation, and an ever more globalised world. Whereas globalisation has brought 

astonishing gains in efficiency and a lot of greater potential for monetary growth, it has 

at the same time paved way for new obstacles to emerge (Sethi, 2003). 

Such obstacles can quickly grow and multiply into major organisational problems. One 

very serious obstacle organisations and companies are facing nowadays is how to locate, 

recruit and keep their employees (Michaels, Handfield-Jones & Beth, 2001). Changing 

employee personal needs, increased worker willingness to change organisations, and 

shifting societal values cause a greater challenge for organisations nowadays than before 

(D'Amato & Herzfeldt, 2008). Due to such factors employees are now more than ever 

inclined and willing to switch workplaces and do it more eagerly than before (Harvard 

Business Review, 2016; Klotz & Bolino, 2019; Pandita & Ray, 2018). This in turn creates 

workforce problems that derive from a lack of employees including huge expenses caused 

by frequently changing employees for both private and public employers and 

organisations (Bryant & Allen, 2013; Feinberg & Jeppeson, 2000).  

In this context, the strategies and processes of Talent and Employee Retention (TER), as 

a set of assisting organisational strategies and practises are very valuable for 

organisations. Valuable as these strategies and practises can help to decrease employee 

turnover. Key performers in TER are organisational managers (Tummers & Knies, 2013) 

which are crucial in implementing and administrating the different TER strategies and 

practices (Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 2008). 

1.2 Problematisation 

Many companies in the western hemisphere nowadays are affected by increased turnover 

and employee-loss (Feinberg & Jeppeson, 2000; Michaels et al., 2001; Powell & 

Feinberg, 1984). This turnover combined with an ever shrinking and transferrable skilled 

workforce, underpinned by an ageing western population, and new industry knowledge 

requirements (Hausknecht, Rodda & Howard, 2009) makes it an evolving challenge for 

organisations to find and retain competent employees (Dutra, & Fischer, 2014; Michaels 

et al., 2001; Trevisan, Veloso, da Silva,). 

https://hbr.org/archive-toc/BR1609
https://hbr.org/search?term=anthony%20c.%20klotz
https://hbr.org/search?term=mark%20c.%20bolino
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These issues of turnover become particulary true for public organisations, as these have 

long been subject to continual budgetary reforms (Ackroyd, 1995). Public organisations 

are because of this and of their organisational nature often facing different kinds of 

challenges compared with the organisations in the private sector in the battle for keeping 

their employees. Usually, the public sector cannot compete with private corporations in 

terms of salary and other monetary benefits (Wages, Salaries and Labour Costs, 2021). 

This means a clear disadvantage in existing and possible reward options that the public 

sector can provide to its employees. This leaves public sector organisations in a frequent 

turnover and employee retention disadvantage against other organisational counterparts 

in the private sector. But organisations in the private sector are not either spared from 

the impacts of turnover. Bad turnover regulary costs organisations tens of thousands per 

employee lost (Hay, 2002) or higher when both direct and indirect costs are combined 

(Bryant & Allen, 2013). It is because of these costs apparently that it is worth keeping the 

turnover and retention low.  

Even if the apparent reasons for keeping turnover and retention low do exist, there are 

currently no permanently agreed-on answers on how to keep turnover and Retention 

low. The current academic and industrial position is though that organisations should 

have their Human Resources Management (HRM) in order (Lewicka & Pec, 2018; 

Renaud, Morin, Abraham & Saulquin, 2015; Van Buren, Greenwood & Sheehan, 2011). 

HRM refers to the strategies, practices, and activities with which the organisation 

manages its employees efficiently (Renaud et al., 2015). It is also in HRM that the TER 

strategies are included. The definitions of the two are often made so that HRM is more 

often managed strategically, often by an HRM team or department, or even by the 

organisation’s upper leadership (Van Buren et al., 2011). TER is then more focused on 

the operational side of the ventures, combining the efforts of both the organisations 

HRM department and unit managers in managing the TER. 

In managing TER, a focus is put onto the unit/front managers implementing it, as 

managers more often tend to work much more frequently and directly with the 

organisation’s employees than the HRM department do. Consequently, managers have 

much better knowledge of the situation and can better adapt as well as implement TER 

strategies as needed. This close interaction is very important to the implementation of 

TER and management of turnover (Tummers & Knies, 2013). As the light-hearted saying 

goes, “employees change organisations because of managers”. This of course is often 
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meant as a humorous statement, but one which has truth in it at the same time (Hay, 

2002; Toscano, Price & Scheepers, 2018).  

Because most employees have daily interactions with their managers, the managers have 

the power to greatly impact the employees’ work routine. The expression for it in 

academia that has been around since 1964 is called Leader-Member Exchange (LMX), 

which is defined as “the quality of the relationship between a leader and a member” 

(Graen, George & Mary Uhl-Bien, 1995).  It is not strange to assume that what their 

managers do affect most employees’ attitudes towards their own tasks, work, and 

organisation overall.  Thus, it makes sense that managers have considerable power to 

influence the turnover outcomes (Tummers & Knies, 2013). This stresses the need for 

managers to know what TER is and how they should implement it themselves. 

Traditionally, TER has not been regarded as a core managerial skill; a consideration that 

has not changed much in the last century and a view that still sees the manager role as 

one heavily leaning towards organising the jobs different tasks (Pistrui & Dimov, 2018). 

This traditional organising role is of course still greatly needed in many organisations, 

but organisational demands have in recent times arisen for management development 

in areas like wider organisational strategies such as for example TER, which justifies the 

question of managers’ knowledge of the subject. 

What are then governmental and public organisations competing with in the process of 

finding and keeping their employees? Public organisations still attract both new and old 

employees, albeit these have disadvantages in rewarding employees monetarily. Could it 

be advantageous for public organisations to have great TER when competing with the 

private sector for employees? In order to get a better picture of this the study will explore 

this study’s organisation of interest, namely the Finnish Tax Administration (FTA). The 

study will there examine its structure and how it currently attracts and retains its 

employees. 

1.3 The Finnish Tax Administration  

The FTA is one of the largest organisations of the public sector in Finland. The FTA’s 

primary function is to assess, collect, and account tax revenues to tax recipients and 

supervise taxation (The Strategy of the Finnish Tax Administration 2019-2024, 2019). 

The FTA provides tax revenues to tax recipients such as the Finnish state, municipalities, 

and parishes of Lutheran and Orthodox churches (Annual report 2018, 2018). The 

Finnish Tax Administration annually collects approximately 69 billion euros in total tax 
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revenues which are used to fund public functions. In its statement the organisation 

mentions that their values are trust, cooperation, and innovation. Its strategic goals are 

to lessen the tax deficit through its actions and to make its customers act correctly in 

taxation matters (Work with us, 2020). The FTA also mentions that it strives to include 

having a lean and efficient organisational process and keeping a knowledgeable and 

motivated workforce (The Strategy of the Finnish Tax Administration 2019-2024, 2019).  

Regarding staff and workforce the Finnish Tax Administration is one of the most 

important employers in the Finnish public sector. The organisation employs about 5,300 

tax and other professionals in Finland. These work in more than 100 different office 

locations with work assignments ranging from several different fields of businesses. 

Examples of these are taxation, information technology, economics, and 

communications (Work with us, 2020).  Throughout these fields and the organisation 

itself, most of the employees largely work individually with highly knowledge-based 

work. While the work in the FTA often is individual in nature, all employees are assigned 

to teams or support groups assisting the teams in their everyday work. As a result of the 

nature of FTA’s work, most of its employees are highly skilled experts possessing in-

depth knowledge of their respective fields of taxation. To fulfil its functions and to stay 

efficient and competitive, the FTA continuously tries to develop its employees and HRM 

processes (Work with us, 2020).  

The FTA’s monetary system and salaries should be on par with the rest of the Finnish 

public sector, as its salary system is based on the collective bargaining agreement applied 

to civil servants of the state, which is applied by several public organisations (General 

collective agreements for government, 2021). The salary system pursues to measure the 

level of difficulty of given tasks by classifying these into 16 different levels of difficulty 

(Salary, 2020). In theory, these should give the employee accurate compensation. An 

individual salary increase may also be added to the compensation in accordance with the 

employee’s work performance. The evaluation of the employee’s compensation level is 

subject to annual performance appraisals conducted between the employee and his or 

her manager. During these appraisals, the manager evaluates the employee’s prior work 

performance in the light of the salary system. Here the employee may also comment how 

he perceives himself being evaluated and help to get the appraisal accurate. This should 

ensure a fair assessment, when both parties are present and need to sign off the 

evaluation. With the work performance assessed, the level of compensation applicable 

can be calculated from the salary system. Other work-related benefits besides salary in 
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the FTA are e.g., flexible working hours, possibility of long-distance work, modern work 

equipment, and opportunities for professional development as well as further work-

related education. Other non-monetary and fringe benefits that the employees get are 

work travel voucher, company healthcare, exercise- and culture vouchers, lunch 

subsidies, certain computer programmes for distance work, and different work 

sponsored recreational events (Skatteförvaltningen, 2017).  

As with most public institutions the salaries and rewards in the FTA are trailing its 

private market counterparts (Wages, Salaries and Labour Costs, 2021). However, FTA 

itself argues that with its important functions and great employment conditions the 

organisation is nowadays one of Finland’s most influential and well-known organisations 

(Wages, Salaries and Labour Costs, 2021). Overall, the FTA offers their employees a well-

known employer that operates important functions upholding the Finnish society. 

Furthermore, the FTA itself implies that it offers secure employment conditions, 

reasonable pay, and good opportunities for professional development.  

1.4 Justification for the proposed research 

Employee turnover creates considerable open and hidden costs to organisations 

(Feinberg & Jeppeson, 2000; Powell & Feinberg, 1984). As established by academics and 

businesses alike, HRM and TER have clear roles in managing employees as well as on 

the impact on employee turnover (Deery & Jago, 2014, Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 

2008; Michaels et al. 2001, Tummers & Knies, 2013). HRM, Employee retention, and 

managers combined have a great role in influencing and managing as well as on the 

implementation of TER strategies (Tummers & Knies, 2013). With a day-to-day basis 

TER implementation being firmly seen as one of the managers key responsibilities by the 

TER theory (Toscano et al., 2018).  

Studies have been conducted regarding TER and its role, as well as the importance of 

managers. But as Renaud et al. (2015) stated these have been few compared to other 

HRM strategies. These studies have also been mostly perfromed in high-knowledge 

environments in the private sector (Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). So far there is still a 

clear lack of research on the topic in the context of the public sector. Somewhat similar 

studies have of course been performed, such as Tummers and Knies (2013), in which 

leadership and meaningfulness in the public sector was researched. However, most such 

studies have not been purely about TER and have often been split into other near situated 

topics. Because of this lack of prior similar research in the context of public institutions, 
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as well as considering an earlier pilot-study in the FTA, the situation has made me realise 

the worth of further researching this subject. 

The pilot-study referred to, “Talent Retention in the Finnish Tax Administration”, was 

conducted by me in the autumn of 2017 by interviewing three former employees of the 

FTA. The participants were all young taxation and business professionals which all had 

suitable degrees from university- or other higher educational institutions. All of them 

were employed at the same office within the same period and were all in their early stages 

of their careers. In the end, all were tempted away by the private sector by offering them 

new employment opportunities. The study was conducted by organising and conducting 

qualitative, semi-structured interviews, 30-40-minutes long, and held at the former 

employees’ new offices. The small study gave results that showed that all the interviewees 

felt that there were crucial factors missing or aggravating them in their assignments or 

work environments at the FTA. These factors were important enough for them to switch 

employers when the new opportunity appeared. Although there was no single problem 

which made them quit, four main issues emerged from the study: 1) The feeling of a lack 

of challenges; 2) Insufficient professional support from the organisation; 3) Non-existent 

organisational career guidance; and 4) Modest salary. By reviewing the results from this 

study and combining them with the issues gnawing the interviewees minds, it comes as 

no surprise that the possibility of other career opportunities probably crossed the 

interviewees’ minds before leaving. As such, when they eventually got other job offers 

from the private sector, which included promises of more prestigious and better-paid 

work, their choices were made quite easy for them to leave. But then so what? Why can’t 

one just assume then that these employees were only in wrong positions? By giving them 

an opportunity to move on towards a better orrganisational match everyone should have 

won? After all, they did ponder in the interviews that they had stepped forward in their 

careers by leaving the FTA. This possible mismatch and following career-climb can be 

entirely true. But one must also bear in mind that these interviewees had suitable 

professional backgrounds for joining the FTA, were all in very similar stages of their 

careers and worked closely on the same premises during the same period. It must also 

be mentioned here that each interviewee likewise answered that they in general liked the 

workplace and their colleagues. When combining this with their closing thoughts on that 

if they hadn’t had irritating issues to deal with, they all thought that they might have 

stayed far longer in the FTA. These results generate the question if these cases 

constituted unnecessary employee turnover. One could ask whether more effective TER 

could have made these employees stay and saved the organisation both money and 
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resources. This of course is something that the pilot-study cannot know for certain and 

can only be subject for speculation. 

What is known is that three employees have left the FTA under similar circumstances 

closely prior to this study. There is currently a lack of research conducted regarding TER 

in the kind of public organisations such as the FTA. In addition, employee turnover is 

expensive for corporations and managers have an important role to play in the terms of 

implementing successful TER (Toscano et al., 2018; Tummers & Knies, 2013). All these 

considerations justify continued research regarding TER in public organisations and in 

the FTA. The pilot-study in particular inspired this researcher to continue the research 

in the subject hopefully in order to prevent future needless turnover. Furthermore, it also 

warrants research aimed towards managers and particularly then about they implement 

TER in their work. This as their roles are important in implementing it successfully 

(Deery & Jago, 2014; Martin & Schmidt, 2010). Lastly, this research also gives 

opportunity to further explore on how TER takes form in the FTA and on what levels that 

it might be. Consequently, this study is justified and will mainly concern the question on 

how managers in the FTA implement TER and its different functions. 

1.5 The Research Question 

After examining the justifications for this study, it is now time to clarify this study’s 

research questions and the reasons why they are presented in the way that they are 

displayed below. To first summarise shortly, this research will be conducted by 

performing a qualitative research study done by interviewing managers in the FTA how 

they implement TER in their organisation. I have, because of this choice of methodology, 

chosen to formulate my primary research question as follows:  

“How do the Finnish Tax Administration´s managers implement Talent and 

Employee Retention in their line of work?” 

The question is presented in this manner to extract and learn as much as possible and in 

depth about how the FTA’s managers make use of TER in their work. To achieve results 

for this primary research question, the qualitative interviews performed with FTA 

managers will be analysed and evaluated. I also hope that I can get a sense of the 

managers’ attitudes and other possible feelings towards TER, as well as getting a notion 

on what level that their knowledge about the subject is. I have additionally chosen to add 

a secondary research question to better understand the organisational aspect of TER in 

the FTA. It formulates as follows: 
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“In what way does Talent and Employee Retention appear in the Finnish Tax 

Administration according to its managers?”  

This question has been chosen to get a better glimpse of the overall TER in the FTA. The 

results from these questions will subsequently be compared with the standing theories 

of TER, with the intention of getting a broader picture of manager implementation and 

the level of TER in the FTA.  

1.6 Contribution of the research 

The greater aim for this research is to further improve on the theories of TER for using 

it in public organisations so that such organisations may reduce their employee turnover. 

Apart from that the short-term goals of this study are to try to reveal how managers in 

the FTA might implement TER in their work. The study also tries to show how the FTA’s 

applies TER practically and were the organisation´s strengths and weaknesses lay. These 

goals are set with the hope that the study will present an overview of the managers’ 

implementation of TER and show where the organisation stands concerning TER. This 

with the hope that the study may be an assisting tool, not only for managers, 

management as well as HRM processes in the FTA, but also for other Finnish public 

institutions trying decreasing employee turnover (Deery & Jago, 2014; Martin & 

Schmidt, 2010). 

With these goals the study aims to that public organisations may have an easier time in 

the future concerning TER and possess better knowledge on how to reduce avoidable 

turnover situations, such as the plausible disfunctional turnover witnessed in the pilot-

study. Hopefully, this study may work as a practical short introduction to TER, which 

both inexperienced and experienced managers as well as other professionals throughout 

the FTA can use when dealing with employees. This study’s topic should also be 

interesting for organisations and academics alike, as it concerns reducing employee 

turnover rates. Furthermore, this study’s topic and results will most probably have the 

potential in the future to also be used by other academics in continued similar research. 

Research that for example could be following up on this actual study or angle itself more 

towards some additional employee group in the FTA or another of the strategies involved 

in TER. Whatever the case, such research would obviously further build on existing TER 

theories and this study’s results.  
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1.7 Limitations 

This study’s topic is a present and important matter for today’s organisations that are 

fighting in the “War for Talent” (Michaels et al., 2001). This also makes it an interesting 

topic to research. The different limitations that it faces must nonetheless be 

acknowledged. To begin with the study is of an explorative and qualitative research type. 

This makes trustworthiness an issue that needs from the beginning be dealt with for 

future possibilities of validation.  Secondly it is clearly rather small, and its size creates 

further hurdles for the validation of its results. This study was conducted with only a 

limited number of participants which did not include a majority of the manager 

population in the FTA, even though the chosen sector and region of the organisation were 

sufficiently represented for this study (Eisenhardt, 1989). Having also treated only a 

single region and sector of a nationwide organisation, there is no doubt it will stretch the 

possibilities of what can be solidly validated from the results. Moreover, the study did 

not, because of size restrictions, hear out and research what other employee groups or 

management entities know and think about the current TER strategies and practices in 

the FTA. This clearly narrows the study’s viewpoint. Additionally, other possible 

organisational processes were not taken into consideration for this study. Processes that 

may in some unknown way or form had an effect on what managers are able to know or 

do in the case of TER.  

All these circumstances certainly create limitations on what this study may be able to 

validate from the gained results. It must be stated that this study’s aim from the 

beginning never was to generalise exactly what all managers throughout the FTA or other 

public institutions know or think about TER. The study’s aim has instead been thought 

of and conducted to be an entryway into providing a deeper understanding of how 

managers in the FTA use TER and what that they might know as well as think about the 

topic. The possible implications that this may bring is also discussed in this paper.  The 

research has also been conducted by way of trying to minimise the different changeable 

variables, constraints, time, and cost limits that mostly may affect the study’s results. 

These steps do of course not make any attempts for the validations’ waterproofness but 

they help tightening the gaps that are clearly there and might provide valuable 

opportunities for future continued research. 

1.8 Study structure 

The structure for this study is as follows: Introduction, Literature review, Methodology, 

Results and Analysis, Discussion, and Conclusions. These chapters are meant to clearly 
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introduce the reader to the aim of the study and explain the theories as well as the chosen 

methodology displaying the results and discussing the implications that appear from the 

study. The different chapters are: 

• Introduction: The introduction to the problematisation and aim for the study. 

• Literature review: A showcase for the readers and an insight into what the 

theories behind Talent and Employee Retention wish to explain about the subject 

by and large. 

• Methodology: A presentation of the methodology and tools used in practice to 

accomplish this study. 

• Results and Analysis: A showcase of the study’s accomplished results where 

also the data collection, transcription process, and material coding including 

standardisation will be presented to the reader. In addition, the results are going 

to be analysed and showed in an overall picture concerning the study’s aims. 

• Discussion: The analysed results of this study will be discussed and compared 

with the theories found in the literature review. 

• Conclusion: A complete wrap-up of the research study and its findings. 

1.9 Definitions and vocabulary 

As this study’s topic is as multifaceted and broadly defined as it is in academia, certain 

common definitions must be defined to show their meaning for this study and its larger 

context. The different definitions and vocabulary are:  

Human resource management: Human Resource Management (HRM), or simply 

Human Resources (HR), is the management of an organisation’s human capital. It is the 

strategic tactics, methods, and processes that organisations use for effective 

management of its employees with the goal of helping their organisations gain 

a competitive advantage towards other organisations. Its designed purpose is to 

maximise employee performance by way of helping the employers reach their strategic 

objectives. HRM and its departments are often tasked with managing employee policies, 

benefits designs, recruitment, training, performance appraisals, and reward 

management as well as managing pay systems (Lewicka & Pec, 2018; Van Buren et al., 

2011). 
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Employee Turnover: Employee Turnover is the rate at which employees are leaving 

an organisation and are replaced by new employees: (Employee Turnover., Cambridge 

Dictionary, 2020). This is often specified to occur during a 12-month period (Turnover, 

2019). High turnover rates are expensive for organisations because of all the costs that 

stem from the process of replacing the employee and are thusly a circumstance that 

should be minimised if possible (Feinberg & Jeppeson, 2000; Powell & Feinberg, 1984). 

Management: Management is, in the case of organisations, the governing side of the 

operation. Management is often tasked with creating an organisation’s corporate policy, 

combined with thereafter organising, planning, controlling, and directing available 

resources at hand in order to achieve the set objectives that the current policy stipulates 

(Kukreja, 2020; Management, 2020). This is the case whether it is a for-profit business, 

a non-profit organisation, or a government body. Professionals that work with 

management are often, but not exclusively, called managers and are often divided into 

the top, middle, or lower levels of management (Management, 2019). 

Organisational Talent: Talent, is described by Cambridge Dictionary as  “someone 

who has a natural ability to be good at something, especially without being taught” 

(Talent, 2020). This can be compared with the definitions of someone with “skills”, 

which is defined as someone who has acquired an ability with effort (Talent vs Skill, 

2019). Organisational Talent is often described as an employee that possesses a 

combination of these two and because of that, together with other traits, are of great 

value to the organisation. Organisational Talents are also often divided into different 

value classes (A, B, and C) for different management and policy reasons (Lewis & 

Heckman, 2006). For the sake of simplicity, all valuable employees in this study are 

treated as Organisational Talents. 

Talent Management: Talent Management is a management philosophy as well as a 

set of HRM strategies, practices, and processes that are designed to attract, develop, 

motivate, and retain top talent individuals for an organisation (Ingham, 2006; 

Lockwood, 2006). The HRM department is most often responsible for the Talent 

Management strategies and processes, including special IT-systems, but it can also be 

run by the organisational strategy management group. The strategies and processes are 

also designed to increase employee and workplace productivity by continuously 

improving on operational processes as well as providing assisting tools for the workers 

so that the organisation can meet current and future operational needs. These strategies, 

processes and tools are most efficient when they are integrated throughout an 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/natural
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ability
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/especially
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/taught
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organisation as well as being implemented into the corporate strategy (Lockwood, 

2006).  

Talent Retention: Talent Retention is a set of HRM strategies, practices, and processes 

that are designed to retain top talent and employees in an organisation for as long as 

possible. Talent Retention’s goal of employee retention is achieved by increasing the 

employee’s goodwill and embeddedness for the organisation to a point where the 

employee’s need for change is diminished (Trevisan et al., 2014).  This decreases 

employee turnover which leads to decreased HRM costs, increased productivity, and 

successful completion of strategic goals. Talent Retention is often but not always 

positioned as a sub-management philosophy to Talent Management (Holtom, Mitchell, 

Lee, & Eberly, 2008). 

Employee or Job embeddedness: Employee or Job embeddedness can be defined 

as such influencing aspects that affect an employee’s likelihood of staying in an 

organisation (Lee, Burch, & Mitchell, 2013).  The influences may consist of the extent to 

which the employee’s job and other communities fit in with one another. They can also 

be towards the level of which the employee has ties to other people and activities in the 

area. But the influences may also consist of with what ease these prior links can be broken 

and what they would entail for the employee. From these distinctions six dimensions of 

job embeddedness appear, namely organisational fit, community fit, organisation links, 

community links, organisation sacrifice, and community sacrifice (Purba, 2015). 

Work Life Balance: The term Work Life Balance is commonly used to describe the 

lack of opposition between work and other demanding life roles. Roles can include 

family, personal interests, social duties, or other leisure activities. Effective work life 

balance enables employees to arrange their time to be most efficient, which in turn 

decreases employee stress and insecurity as well as increases work satisfaction and 

productivity. Work life balance is often made possible by, but is not limited to, flexible 

work arrangements that allow employees to balance their work and private time. In 

addition, technological advances have made it easier for work life balance to be 

accomplished. For example, by allowing for work to be more mobile, fluid, and effective 

(Lockwood, 2003). 

Employee empowerment: Employee empowerment is a management philosophy 

consisting of letting employees themselves making important decisions relating to their 

work. It also engages the employees to take more responsibility for their jobs. The goal 
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behind employee empowerment is to encourage accountability, build employee morale 

and confidence, as well as create a sense of belongingness for the employees. This in turn 

creates better productivity, quality of work, and job satisfaction. Employee 

empowerment also lets the management to direct more of its resources towards other 

tasks than managing and are thus able to be more effective (Tiambo, 2019).  

Organisational Rewards and Reward systems: These systems in an organisation 

are what determine what an employee gets in exchange for his or her work effort (Nazir, 

S., Qun, Shafi, Tran, & Nazir, N., 2016). There are usually three different rewards that an 

employee can pursue from an organisation. Namely extrinsic, social, and intrinsic 

rewards (Williamson, Burnett, and Bartol, 2009). Organisational rewards on the other 

hand are often categorised into one of the following three distinct types, namely task, 

social and organisational rewards (Nazir et al., 2016). To further explain the first type, 

task rewards, these are considered to be an intrinsic reward which belongs to the more 

intangible benefits like satisfaction of work accomplished (Williamson et al., 2009). This 

contrasts with the other two, social and organisational rewards, which more often are 

thought of as being extrinsic rewards, which refer to the more tangible benefits such as 

salary or benefits. Social rewards refer lastly to those benefits that an employee gets from 

social interactions at work such as feeling part of a community (Nazir et al., 2016).  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The first chapter introduced the topic of turnover to this study, TER and the reason why 

it is so important for organisations nowadays to care about retaining their employees. It 

also demonstrated the importance that managers play in implementing TER and of the 

current TER research gap that exists in public organisations. Lastly, the FTA, its possible 

retention dilemmas and the reason why it is of interest to conduct this research in the 

organisation were reviewed. This chapter, “Literature Review”, will move this study 

forward and explore the actual and surrounding theories of what TER says about the 

topic as well as to present how these can be applied in practice. This chapter will form a 

solid foundation to work from when analysing and comparing the study’s results later. 

This chapter is structured so that it first broadly reviews the topics of Employee Turnover 

and HRM due to the importance that these two topics have to the overall picture of TER 

and Organisational theory at large.  After that Talent and TM are introduced in order to 

understand how these are positioned with regard to HRM. TER will then be delved into, 

shown what it entails, how it should be used and the criticism towards it. The Literature 

Review will hopefully enable to make qualified comparisons and conclusions in later 

chapters with respect to the level on which the managers’ TER implementation is in the 

organisation. 

2.1 Literature Review and Previous Research 

When looking at the HRM theoretical landscape it can clearly be seen that many of the 

subjects and topics have not been studied to their fullest potential. The same holds true 

with TM and TER (Renaud et al., 2015), especially in the case of public organisations. 

One possible explanation for this could be that it is only quite recently that HRM has 

turned from being just a department and an employee expense to a proper potential 

strategic value for organisations (Collings & Mellahi, 2009; Thompson & Harley, 2007; 

Van Buren et al., 2011). It is similar with regard to TM and TER, as these have only been 

conceptualised for some 20 years, having first been coined by McKinsey and Company 

(1997) in the late 1990’s (Michaels et al., 2001) and early 2000’s (Punia, 2004). This 

could explain why these categories of theories have not yet been sorted out to a higher 

degree. However, blaming time itself as being the culprit would be an oversimplification 

of the matter, as one clearly can see in all the hype that emerged with the topics that 

promised huge strategic gains and of the number of research studies that have been 

conducted thereafter in the subjects. One may notice from the case studies of the 

conducted research of both TM and TER that there might be a possible pattern in them. 
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This is a pattern that seems to be that the case studies frequently have been performed 

in certain types of environments that mostly have been in private high value 

organisations, which because of their nature often greatly depend on very highly skilled 

labour for their operations.  

These organisations have often been active in fields of technology, economics, finance, 

hospitality, or consulting services. These business environments often demand the 

organisations to be thriving with top talents, going at high speed, and giving top tier 

services (Hay, 2002; Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). It is in these environments that TER 

strategies can take varied different forms of retention (Hausknecht et al., 2009; 

Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). Retention may be in the form of highly competitive 

monetary reward systems, for example salary increases or yearly bonuses (Bryant & 

Allen, 2013). They can also be leaning heavily towards non-monetary rewards such as 

different fringe benefits, e.g. free workplace food catering, or access to gyms and onsite 

day-care (Nazir et al., 2016). However, it may also be as simple as to empower the 

employees as far as they have full control over their work and schedules. This enables 

them to sort their Work Life Balance on their own terms (Lockwood, 2003).  

Examples of recent case studies conducted in such organisational environments could be 

the case of Letchmiah and Thomas (2017) who conducted a TER case study in a South 

African Development Finance Institution (Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017), or a similar one 

Trevisan et al. (2014) completed in two high-achieving organisations active in Brazil’s 

energy and pharmaceutical sector respectively (Trevisan et. al., 2014). In addition, 

Gberevbie (2010) made a TER case study for a bank in Nigeria (Gberevbie, 2010). It is 

also worth mentioning Deery and Jago (2014) and Hughes-Christensen and Rog (2008) 

who have deeply researched service and hospitality companies in the last decade (Deery 

& Jago, 2014; Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 2008). These research projects and studies, 

while giving a decent insight into what Talent Retention in those environments is, do not 

always match the reality that public organisations face. These often tend to have a slower 

work pace, “normal” employees and an environment, which is more rigid and regularly 

has lower budgets available at any given moment.  

Whereas the aforementioned case studies were easily found, nothing similar could be 

found in the public sector for this paper. This may at least point towards that there is a 

possible gap and research area with respect to public organisations, where further 

research is needed.  To really understand TER and why it becomes important it is 
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important to start with taking a closer look at Turnover in order to know what it is, how 

it works, and what the results are if not kept in check. 

2.2 Employee Turnover 

Employee Turnover (ET) is defined by Cambridge Dictionary as “the rate at which 

employees are leaving an organisation and are replaced by new employees” (Employee 

turnover, 2020). BusinessDictionary.com also specifies Turnover as the rate that 

happens over a given 12-month period. The word Turnover can also be used in many 

different environments and situations to explain that something moves, are replaced, or 

just changes (Turnover, 2019).  

The definition prima facie is quite easy to understand. Many do not take ET into 

consideration, but it is hugely important due to the great costs that accompany it (Bryant 

& Allen, 2013; Feinberg & Jeppeson, 2000; Hay, 2002; Nazir et al., 2016; Powell & 

Feinberg, 1984), i.e. the costs which arises when an organisation must change one or 

more of its employees (Feinberg & Jeppeson, 2000; Powell & Feinberg, 1984). These 

costs are the same for both private and public organisations (Bryant & Allen, 2013) and 

are not insignificant, as they can be towards tens of thousands of euros, sometimes also 

becoming as high as the former employee’s yearly salary, when considering both the 

direct and indirect costs (Bryant & Allen, 2013).  This is also the case regardless of 

whether the ET is voluntary or involuntary (Prasad Joshi, Satyawadi, Shadman, & 

Ghosh, 2013).   

This lack of consideration for the costs of ET is interesting, as it contradicts the 

organisationally common knowledge that recruitment, selection, and training processes 

often are related to high expenditures (Bryant & Allen, 2013; Feinberg & Jeppeson, 

2000; Nazir et al., 2016; Powell & Feinberg, 1984), i.e. the group of processes that most 

often are needed because of ET, for example job advertising, different headhunter fees 

and employee development (Hay, 2002). Costs stemming from these are quite easy to 

allocate directly to their sources or occasions. Beyond these costs other indirect costs are 

often harder to calculate correctly, when trying to create a wider overall picture.  In 2002 

Hay’s (2002) report identified that the three prementioned processes of job advertising, 

headhunter fees, and employee development alone produced organisational costs 

equivalent to 18 months’ employee salary. These numbers were concerned to each 

manager or other professional who resigned. However, the calculations did not include 

indirect opportunity costs such as lost sales, lower productivity, and customer defections 
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(Hay, 2002). Hay (2002) also mentioned the impact and problems concerning company 

morale, which could arise when good employees are leaving. The ripple effects on the 

morale created by such occurrences can leave those employees left behind often feeling 

demotivated or disheartened, feelings that often increase the risk of a resulting decrease 

in their productivity and job satisfaction (Prasad Joshi et al., 2013). This downward 

spiral can, if left unchecked, with the employees witnessing more of their colleagues 

going for new job opportunities lead to further costly company quittings. The latter 

indirect costs are often costly, although harder to quantify. As such, it is often easy for 

organisations to overlook the ET costs actually incurred and, in that way, get the total 

expenditure overview skewed (Hay, 2002). This clearly makes it apparent that there is a 

real economical value in keeping the ET low to the extent possible (Feinberg & Jeppeson, 

2000; Powell & Feinberg, 1984). 

According to Prasad Joshi et al. (2013), ET is often categorised in either voluntary or 

involuntary turnover. Voluntary ET refers to when the employees, by their own will, are 

departing or quitting their organisation for another or some other career path. This could 

for example be a new job or parenthood. Involuntary ET on the other hand is when the 

employees are, against their wills, forced to leave the organisation. An example of 

involuntary ET could be due to poor work performance or market co-operation 

negotiations. Both these categories of ET can also be divided into dysfunctional or 

functional ET which further specify how the ET is affecting the organisation on a more 

practical level (Renaud et al., 2015). Dysfunctional ET indicate failure from the 

organisational side of retaining employees that are valuable to the organisation, e.g., top 

talent, or employees that possess crucial knowledge or skills.  In contrast, functional ET 

describes the organisation shedding undesired employees from its ranks either to 

improve on organisational performance or to downsize the organisation (Prasad Joshi et 

al., 2013; Renaud et al., 2015). As this shows, not all ET is negative and can even be 

considered positive for an organisation if it is managed in an appropriate manner that it 

does not impact the organisation negatively (Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). 

But what are then the main causes of ET? Prasad Joshi et al. (2013) mean that there can 

be a myriad of different reasons that influence every individual case of turnover, but that 

the major ones can often first be categorised into either organisation-wide, immediate 

work environment-related, job-related, and personal causes. From these can be 

mentioned examples of why employees leave companies: incompatible corporate 

culture, job-related stress, lack of commitment in the organisation, job dissatisfaction, 
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unsatisfactory relationships with co-workers, insufficient support, inadequate 

opportunities for growth, dissatisfaction with compensation/salary offered, and 

financial reasons (Prasad Joshi et al., 2013). Job satisfaction and organisational 

commitment are often mentioned as effective means to combat these causes of ET and 

significantly affect an employee’s intention to remain in his organisation if they are in 

order (Nazir et al., 2016). Factors that often can encourage these and improve retention 

overall are: proper work compensation, appreciation of work performed, enough 

challenging work, different opportunities to learn, positive relationships with colleagues, 

recognition of one’s capabilities, good work-life balance, and good organisational 

communication (Prasad Joshi et al., 2013). 

2.3 Human Resource Management 

Human resource management (HRM) is often viewed as the overreaching management 

of an organisation’s human capital and it can be found in almost all organisations where 

people are actively involved. It is the overall strategies (Talent management, Talent 

Retention), methods (training, recruitment), and processes (salary, non-monetary 

incentives) that organisations use for effective management of its employees in helping 

them maximising their own performances (Boxall, Purcell and Wright, 2007; Lewicka & 

Pec, 2018; Renaud et al., 2015). In this way, HRM is helping their organisation to reach 

strategic goals and objectives as well as to gain competitive advantages towards other 

organisations (Boxall et al., 2007). Human Resource Management as a notion and the 

earliest practical use of it can be traced back to the 19th century by industrialists who saw 

the misery in which workers lived at the time. It was simultaneously noted what a boost 

a well-nurtured workforce gives to productivity. Worth mentioning is George 

Westinghouse, who was one of the first industrialists in the United States to have 

systematic personnel welfare programmes in his factories in the 1890ths (Bussler, M. 

(Writer & Director). 2008). Nowadays HRM is of course not 19th century practices. HRM 

has today come far from those times and are strongly attached to the organisational 

context and certainly more affected by different external organisational environmental 

factors. These factors may consist of different markets, political spectrum, institutional 

situations, and social environments (Thompson and Harley, 2007). By virtue of such 

factors, the nature of HRM can and must vary to a degree between organisations 

(Lewicka & Pec, 2018), even if it is mostly agreed in HRM theory that the base concepts 

should still be the same at heart (Boxall et al., 2007).  
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The organisational view of HRM, as being a strategic asset in its own and not only a 

localised managerial tool, is a notion that has changed quite recently (Collings & Mellahi, 

2009; Thompson & Harley, 2007; Van Buren et al., 2011). This change can also be said 

about how organisations manage their human resource assets in economy nowadays. 

The aforementioned change can probably be understood to stem from the current highly 

competitive market economy combined with workforce shrinkage and mobility (Klotz & 

Bolino, 2019). This has increased pressure for organisations to manage their employees 

much more strategically and in long-term (Van Buren et al., 2011). The workforce 

“Talent”, i.e. the highly skilled and engaged employee (Talent, 2020), is nowadays 

exceedingly sought after by organisations in all fields of business. Most organisations 

have earlier faced and are continuously experiencing that it takes hard effort, not only 

for finding, but also retaining these “talents” in a long term. Therefore, it is evident for 

most organisations nowadays that HRM plays a central role in the organisation’s long-

term competitiveness (Boxall et al., 2007; Lewicka & Pec, 2018). This clarity has and is 

influencing current HRM trends and has shifted the focus of HRM from just controlling 

employees towards an increasingly strategic management of the HRM (Van Buren et al., 

2011), one which aims to increase empowerment, engagement, motivation, and overall 

work satisfaction of the employees (Boxall et al., 2007; Lewicka & Pec, 2018). 

But what is really then HRM’s objectives and how can these be defined? It is easy to 

notice when studying the literature that HRM’s objectives and goals are both economic 

as well as socio-political to their nature (Boxall et al., 2007; Renaud et al., 2015). When 

looking into HRM’s economic goals one can see that it is the cost efficiency which is the 

fundamental driver behind HRM. This of course refers to the ability that it has in 

providing the organisation with skilled and highly productive employees who work 

together towards the organisation’s common goals efficiently (Van Buren et al., 

2011). Cost efficiency additionally refers to HRM’s ability to manage organisational 

change, which allows the organisation to have flexibility in terms of its workforce, 

especially concerning possible sudden changes in the market situation (Boxall et al., 

2007). The other side of HRM, namely the socio-political activities, refers to HRM’s aims 

for achieving social legitimacy and managerial autonomy for its organisation. Social 

legitimacy is of course most often specific to the organisation’s own industry, local 

legislation, and societal norms. As such, an organisation’s social legitimacy may even 

vary between neighbouring regions, which makes close monitoring a necessity, as social 

legitimacy is a crucial part for the organisation’s continued existence (Boxall et al., 2007). 

The importance stems from that it gives the organisation access to the surrounding 

https://hbr.org/search?term=anthony%20c.%20klotz
https://hbr.org/search?term=mark%20c.%20bolino
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society’s resources and their further support. Managerial autonomy on the other hand 

refers to the power that the organisation possesses to be able to influence its external 

environment on its own. An organisation’s managerial autonomy is often seen as being 

at its strongest when operating in a market that is not strongly regulated by external 

institutions or regulations. Likewise, it can be considered to be weak when operating in 

environments with strong regulations and labour unions (Boxall et al., 2007). 

Organisational HRM is further, according to Boxall et al. (2007), often divided into three 

different groups depending on what HRM are meant to achieve in the organisation. The 

three levels are Micro level, Strategic and International HRM. At the first level, Micro 

level, all the subfunctions and -practices of the organisation’s overall HR policy are 

collected. These individual practices often concern the management of smaller units of 

employees and consist of such functions as recruitment, training, performance 

management, and career development. The second of the three, Strategic HRM on the 

other hand refers to the analysis of the micro-level practices conducted on the 

organisational level. The emphasis lies on the importance of the alignment of different 

HRM strategies between business units, their common goals, and the overall strategy of 

the organisation. The Strategic HRM theory advises that HRM should be integrated into 

all parts of organisational strategy to ensure that the organisation gets a competitive 

advantage from the HRM’s input. Lastly, International HRM concerns organisations 

operating at an international level. Its focus lies on the international consistence of the 

organisation’s entire HRM practices (Boxall et al., 2007) as well as on managing the 

adaptation of these practices when needed to fit into other international market 

characteristics, which can be both industrial and cultural to their natures (Stahl, 

Björkman, Farndale, Morris, Paauwe, Stiles, Trevor, & Wright, 2012). 

HRM’s function, history, and objectives are now explored. But how does it in practice 

impact Employee Turnover and where does it stand compared with the strategies of 

TER? As HRM is the overreaching management tool of most organisations, its intended 

impact on employee turnover is as a reducing factor (Prasad Joshi et al., 2013). HRM is 

well suited for accomplishing this, as it deals with the organisation’s employee related 

questions (Renaud et al., 2015). Four of HRM’s most recognised practices consisting of 

recruitment and selection, training and development, salary systems, and performance 

management are all key components for reduced turnover and give the organisation an 

economical edge against competitors. However, no best set of HRM practices have yet 

been developed, as the sets are constantly changing and the activities related to employee 
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functions develop and improve to the environments that there in (Lewicka & Pec, 2018). 

Thus, it is hard to say which of HRM’s functions has the greatest reducing impact on 

Employee Turnover. In addition, different HRM functions strive for and work in 

different ways to impact Employee turnover, even so far as to be having contradicting 

Employee Turnover goals to each other (Hausknecht et al., 2009; Lockwood, 2006). In 

conclusion, organisations can through their HRM practices increase monetary savings 

and reduce employee turnover. HRM practices that are used correctly can also have a 

significant effect on the employee’s direct intentions for staying (Renaud et al., 2015). As 

mentioned, this research study concentrates on the strategies of TER that specialise in 

retaining employees. TER is also, likewise to other sets of strategies, subordinate in their 

relation to the overreaching HRM. But to better learn about TER, one need to first take 

a closer view on Talents and TER’s sibling Talent Management. 

2.4 Talents and Talent Management  

When exploring organisational employee management, it is always important to first 

specify what a talent actually entails in the specific environment, as both Talent 

management, Talent retention and even Recruitment and selection can have their own 

specific criteria on what is a “Talent”. But what then is organisational “Talent” and how 

does it impact this research study?  

2.4.1 Talents 

The term “talent” can be specified in many different ways. To start with, the Cambridge 

Dictionary defines the overall meaning of “Talent” as “someone who has a natural ability 

to be good at something, especially without being taught” (Talent, 2020). This 

description is a decent way of describing someone who is talented at doing something 

but does not totally explain what “Talent” is in an organisational setting. Michaels et al. 

(2001), the originators of the term “Talent management”, imply for a business-oriented 

description that “Talent” is a high-potential employee who demonstrates consistent 

levels of high performance and who is capable and has reached the potential of lateral 

and/or upward movement in the organisation. Hayashi and Dolan (2013) support this 

and describe a ”talent” as a talented individual who drives exceptional business 

performance through his competence, commitment, and contribution (Hayashi & Dolan, 

2013). The portrayal shifts somewhat when, according to Letchmiah and Thomas’s 

(2017), a “talent” is a high-potential employee who is aligned with the organisation, 

fulfils a critical role and/or has scarce important skills. Letchmiah and Thomas’s (2017) 

continue that the individual should also fit into the organisational culture, preferably 
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have a positive outlook and be resilient. These three descriptions focus mainly on the 

talent as being an individual that is important for an organisation. However, the 

definition of “talent” does not always have to concern just an individual, but it can also 

be relating to employee groups. According to Lewis and Heckman (2006), the word 

“talent” may be used as a generic term for all contributing employees in an organisation 

and not just for the top performers. The result of this change in the use for the 

organisation’s HRM strategies and practices is that they need to be utilised with a 

broader target group in mind (Punia, 2004). It is often this differentiation between the 

individual and the collective that decides if the strategies relate more towards TM or 

TER. As group management more often leans towards TER, this study will define 

“Talent” as being all contributing employees in an organisation (Lewis & Heckman, 

2006). However, before looking at TER, the study first needs to look at TM in order to 

see how these differ from each other. 

2.4.2 Talent Management 

Talent Management is often but not exclusively defined as an organisational 

management philosophy that consists of strategies, practices, and processes. These are 

designed to identify, attract, manage, develop, motivate, and retain an organisation’s 

talented employees (Iles, Chuai, & Preece, 2010; Ingham, 2006; Lockwood, 2006). The 

most important driver behind, and something that permeates TM and its philosophy, is 

the belief in Talents as well as the impact that they have on an organisation’s results. The 

philosophy emphasises that in order to be truly effective, the “talent mindset” must start 

from the top management in order to be embedded firmly throughout the organisation 

(Lockwood, 2006). TM was first coined in the late 1990’s when Michaels et al. (2001), at 

McKinsey and Company, referred to the term in their report called “the War for Talent”. 

Their study treated the increasing competition that faced many companies on how to 

attract, manage, and retain highly talented employees (Michaels et al., 2001). This set of 

management strategies gained great interest after the publication among both academics 

and companies and has ever since been increasing steadily (Lewis & Heckman, 2006). 

The interest in Talent management from these parties derived from that its strategies 

and practices quickly became considered highly important for an organisation’s 

prospects of functioning in the modern world (Iles et al., 2010). With that view having 

stuck, professionals are nowadays continuously expecting TM to provide several 

competitive human resource advantages for their organisations to utilise (Iles et al., 

2010; Lockwood, 2006; Pandita & Ray, 2018), e.g. through the identification, 

development, and redeployment of talented employees (Iles et al., 2010) as well as 
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assisting the organisation in topics of employee-, culture-, processes-, and 

accountability- management. TM have additionally from the start highlighted the 

important role that line leaders represent in the development of organisational Talent 

(Lockwood, 2006).  

But how does TM then fit in the larger organisational theory structure compared with for 

example HRM? A common, although misguided, notion is that TM and HRM are 

employee management equivalents or even synonyms (Iles et al., 2010; Lewis & 

Heckman, 2006). This incorrect notion is of course not that far fetched and could be 

explained from their close interaction and shared organisational strategies and practices 

that they have with each other. However, TM and its direct functions are by most 

considered in organisational theory as being a direct subsidiary of HRM, as it is more 

towards a highly specialized kit of tools (Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 2008; Lockwood, 

2006; Pandita & Ray, 2018). This even if it also sometimes can be positioned and seen 

as an independent set of strategies (Iles et al., 2010; Michaels et al., 2001), and for 

example be run by the organisational strategy management group if the situation and 

environment require it (Lockwood, 2006). The frequent positioning of TM as a sub-set 

to HRM is mostly due to the nature of the different sets. While HRM’s main focus often 

is towards managing the organisation’s whole employee collective and its issues (Renaud 

et al., 2015), TM much more often concentrates on the employee talents as well as on 

their specific needs (Pandita & Ray, 2018). This differentiation can look trivial, but it 

clarifies and distinguishes the hierarchy the two close collaborators have and illustrates 

their specific requirements and goals. However, TM’s subservience to HRM does not 

hamper either in their work, as the two often support each other closely and works 

towards the same ends, as it can often be seen in practice. For example, TM’s five primary 

areas are attracting, selecting, engaging, developing, and retaining talented employees 

(Lockwood, 2006), which all gets support from HRM’s functions. The HRM and HR 

department are regularly the ones that run the TM’s IT-systems and assist in the daily 

Talent employee administration such as salaries. Reversely, TM is often today 

responsible for the organisation’s new and internal recruitments, something which 

earlier were the HR department’s domain. In the end, both sets of strategies and 

processes are designed to increase employee and workplace productivity, if then by 

slightly different means. The continuous improvement of the operational processes of 

these, their integration with each other, and the provision of assisting tools to the 

managers and employees are all of them so that the organisation can meet its operational 

and future needs (Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017; Lockwood, 2006).  
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But even as today’s TM is quite well researched it still has got its fair share of criticism. 

First and foremost, it has not yet been cleary defined in the broader academic literature 

and how it should be practically implemented (Iles et al., 2010; Hughes-Christensen & 

Rog, 2008; Lewis & Heckman, 2006). This was seen in Lewis and Heckmans (2006) and 

Hughes-Christensen and Rogs (2008) research for the definition of TM. Both studies 

analysed in the practitioner-oriented literature and TM was often described alone or in 

combinations as “a mindset”, a key component to effective succession planning, and/or 

an attempt to ensure that “everyone at all levels works to the top of their potential”. It 

was further observed that while these descriptions already had different meanings, 

several authors failed to define the terms further. This gave both pairs the notion that 

there is not a single consistent or concise definition of TM or its implementation 

(Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 2008; Lewis & Heckman, 2006). Lewis and Heckman 

(2006) and Hughes-Christensen and Rog (2008) also brought with their research the 

question to the forefront: is TM a new idea or is it just new renamings of old concepts? 

For example, recruiting and succession planning, where TM is today the managing 

concept (Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 2008; Lewis & Heckman, 2006)? The last question 

creates food for thought, as it has some truth to it. However, as it was observed earlier, 

TM originates from HRM and has admittedly inherited many functions that earlier were 

a part of the responsibilities of the HR department. Likewise, the practical 

implementation of TM is, similar to the case of HRM, widely depending on the 

organisation’s circumstances. The differentiating between a simple renaming and new 

material is here that TM has as a business philosophy considerably changed how 

different tools are used on an organisational as well as on a practical level (Iles et al., 

2010). This does not totally clear the boarders between new and old, but it is probably 

the reason why most organisational literature considers TM to be an own set of 

philosophies and practices (Iles et al., 2010; Michaels et al., 2001).  

The second great criticism about TM refers to its goals and implementation of effective 

succession planning and talent pool management. Namely, that it creates employees of 

plainly different worth. Michaels et al.´s (2001) original thoughts about TM were apart 

from the whole managing of “Talents” that the organisation’s employees should be 

divided into different categories like for example A, B, and C employees. Here A would 

be the best, B in the middle and C the worst. This would then show to where most of the 

available resources should be allocated (A). Further, it showed which part of the 

employees (C) that were to be regularly laid off. The differentiation and allocation of 

resources may theoretically make sense, but it can become a work satisfactional dilemma 
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if implemented poorly as well as create divisions in the workforce, even so far to increase 

on premature employee turnover (Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 2008; Lewis & Heckman, 

2006). This shows just how complex of a topic TM is and how meticulous an organisation 

needs to be when implementing it into its ranks. It also shows the possible limitations 

that TM possesses when it comes to greater workforce management and retention. 

A final criticism of TM follows on the prior way of differentiation and allocation of 

resources. Namely, that even as proponents of TM often refer to different case studies 

and anecdotal forms of evidence where organisations that used TM reported gains in 

sales and profitability, as were the case in Handfield-Jones et al.’s (2001) work. Those 

results many times proved to be temporary despite the ongoing commitment to talent in 

the organisation (Lewis and Heckman, 2006). This of course begs the question if TM has 

a long-term effect at all or if it is other influences that make or breake those situations? 

One can only ponder why TM works better in a certain situation and not in other ones. 

However, TM has, as most of the research has shown, a positive organisational effect that 

especially excels in employee development, although it has also shown that TM is not 

greater than all the organisational parts combined. As it has been seen in this chapter, 

TM is a tool that is best used in combination with other organisational means, as it clearly 

has its limitations. The chapter is next going to look into this study’s main theme, namely 

TM’s sibling TER. 

2.5 Talent and Employee Retention 

Talent and Employee Retention (TER) is likewise as TM often, but not excluded to, being 

defined as an organisational management philosophy that consists of strategies, 

practices, and processes concerning employees. The success of these strategies is usually 

measured by organisational turnover (Holtom et al., 2008), although this way of 

measuring is starting to get disapproval from some researchers that believe that this 

indicator is too delayed (Trevisan et al., 2014). Trevisan et al. (2014) implies that this 

pushes organisations to act reactive on cases, instead of working from a proactive stance 

before such situations occur. Although TER’s methods are in comparison to TM’s 

designed more towards retaining employees and talent in an organisation for as long as 

effectively possible. This is hugley important for the organisational success, when one 

considers it being a much bigger cost of finding and training new employees than keeping 

the old ones (Ingham. 2006). TER’s goal of employee retention is achieved by increasing 

the employee’s goodwill and embeddedness for the organisation to a point where the 

employee’s need, intentions, and decision for change is diminished (Renaud et al., 2015; 
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Trevisan et al., 2014). This in turn decreases employee turnover, which leads to 

decreased HRM costs, increased productivity, and the successful completion of the 

organisation’s strategic goals (Holtom et al., 2008; Renaud et al., 2015). Examples of key 

factors that have been shown to impact retention include organisational culture and 

values, self-actualisation, leadership, communication, job embeddedness, work-life 

balance, as well as rewards and recognition (Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017; Purba, 2015; 

Trevisan et. al. 2014). 

As Renaud et al. (2015) noted, turnover and retention can often be considered to be the 

opposing sides of the same coin. Increased turnover indicates an organisational problem 

with employee separation from the given employment relationship, whereas increased 

retention means the organisational existence of functional ongoing employment 

relationships. The two also share theoretical similarities. Similar to turnover, retention 

consists of the two types of functional and dysfunctional retention (Hausknecht et al., 

2009). To recap, functional turnover refers to a sub-par employee who leaves on his own 

behalf, whereas the dysfunctional turnover refers to a valued employee who quits. One 

can likewise see in retention these types of functional and dysfunctional connection, 

although functional retention represents here a valued employee that stays in the 

organisation. Dysfunctional retention on the other hand represents a sub-par employee 

that decides to continue the employment relationship (Hausknecht et al., 2009; Renaud 

et al., 2015). As this shows, not all ET or TER is always positive or negative and needs to 

be properly considered in the organisation in question in order to avoid unthoughtfully 

impacting the organisation negatively (Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). 

As with TM, TER is quite a recent topic, only having been minted as late as in the early 

2000’s (Punia, 2004). It is also a topic with clearly fewer empirical studies made of it if 

one compares it with other HRM doctrines as for example TM (Renaud et al., 2015). 

Additionally, as TM has a clear starting point in Michaels et al.’s (2001) study, TER’s 

origins are harder to pin down. As both sets of strategies concentrate on managing 

organisational talents, it is often thought that TER derives from TM (Holtom et al., 

2008). However, all the HRM theory does not fully agree that this is the case. The theory 

sees more that TER evolved in the early 2000’s from HRM and a specific organisational 

need to better manage talent and employees (Punia, 2004). This stance would also better 

explain the clear differences existing between these. As can be seen for example in TM 

view on the individual talent or TER’s view towards larger employee communities 

(Hausknecht et al., 2009; Hughes-Christensen & Rog, 2008; Lockwood, 2006). As such, 
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one could look at the development of them to have been more as siblings than of 

parent/child. However, regardless of how one looks at them, both sets of strategies are 

similary laid out and are both considered highly important tools for an organisation’s 

prospects of functioning in the modern world (Iles et al., 2010). Similar to TM, TER also 

highlights the importance that line leaders represent in the management of 

organisational Talent (Lockwood, 2006; Punia, 2004). 

Even if Talent Retention is a hugely advantegous tool in employee management, it is not 

without is own criticisms. The first criticism, and the one that it has in common with TM, 

is that it has not yet been clearly defined in the broader academic literature (Lewis & 

Heckman, 2006). Nor has TER theory to this date totally agreed on a best way of 

practically implementing it in practice. Apart from this TER is also sometimes looked 

down upon because of its relatively lesser amount of research that have been performed 

on the topic. Renaud et al. (2015) noted on that to their knowledge relatively few 

empirical studies had investigated the determinants of retention and of those even fever 

had specifically examined the population of experts. They thought this to be interesting 

given the significant impact that those key resources have on an organisation’s 

performance (Renaud et al., 2015) and how important that they are in for example TM 

(Michaels et al., 2001). 

Another side of TER that often gets criticised is blanket retention policies, especially such 

ones that are poorly planned and that are working blindly throughout an organisation 

(Hausknecht et al., 2009; Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017; Trevisan et. al. 2014). These 

retention strategies are often hard to get successfully implemented and these can even 

be disadvantageous to the organisation if they are applied to employees at all levels and 

are not segmented towards the right target groups. It is hugely important that the human 

resources practitioner, who plans the retention strategies, understands the different 

strategies and their different strengths and weaknesses so that the strategies can be 

correctly built to cater and retain a specific employee group (Letchmiah & Thomas, 

2017). The simple truth is that all retention schemes are not succesful in all different 

circumstances and organisations (Trevisan et. al. 2014). As Trevisan et. al. (2014) state, 

TER strategies function best when they are adapted to the assessment of how critical the 

employees’ competencies are for the organisation in question. This strategy adaption is 

a key factor as one can assume that the definition of a talented employee will vary from 

one organisation to another. The only thing one can know for certain is that all 

companies have in common the direct costs that arise from the loss of talents, with the 
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following interruptions in the work and the generation of loss of knowledge that are 

associated with these employees leaving. But the hard truth is that even if a company 

makes substantial investments in TER, a portion of these employees still might leave the 

company voluntarily, initiated by factors, over which the organisation has little or no 

control (Pandita & Ray, 2018; Trevisan et. al. 2014).  Such factors are, for example, health 

issues, family issues, or questions of double careers (Trevisan et. al. 2014). However, 

even with the possible drawback of turnover, the importance of retaining Talent has 

almost become today’s great organisational quest (Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). 

2.5.1 Talent and Employee Retention strategies and factors 

How should organisations implement TER in order to have a positive operational effect 

and what are the factors that affect it? As this study has shown, there is not a single 

consistent or concise definition of TER. This also includes the question in what way it 

should be implemented in order to be the most efficient in an organisational setting 

regardless of there being a myriad of different TER ways, sets, or forms, although each 

of these do pull towards the common goal of retention. To further explore real-life TER, 

this study started with looking at the pilot study in the first chapter. In that study it 

became apparent that the deficiency of the three TER strategies, namely Career planning, 

Rewards and Work satisfaction, were most likely the contributing factors for the 

dysfunctional turnover. These strategies are often used when implementing TER in 

practice by an organisation’s HRM. These of course are not the only strategies or 

practises that organisations apply. Strategies like Employee coaching, Mentorships, 

Employee guidance, Hiring and orientation, Leadership programmes, apprenticeship 

programmes and Exit interviews as well as different Automated HR systems are all 

examples of TER. However, these enumerated strategies are often quite specific to their 

environment and it can be hard to implement verbatim in other circumstances. 

Due to the aforementioned uncertainty Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) developed an 

adaptable nomenclature of five TER main strategies that they found to be the most 

efficient for employee retention. The five retention strategies that they set up were: 

Incentives, Norms and values, Coercion, Recruitment of new professionals, and 

Knowledge management. Of these five strategies Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) considered 

that the TER strategy based on Norms and values was the most efficient one for retaining 

employees. In this respect they stressed the importance of the employee’s involvement 

with the company’s objectives, Namely, the value of communicating and having the 

employees knowing how, why, and when they are supposed to perform their work and 
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how that work impacts on the greater organisation´s operations. They also emphasised 

in this strategy the building of the employee’s sense of belonging to the organisation, may 

it then be through allotment of responsibilities, team-building exercises, or organisation-

wide displays of appreciation.  According to Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) this increased 

embeddedness to the organisation decreases the need for change and makes the 

employee’s final decision to leave more difficult. 

Following this notion, the second most useful strategy according to Ortlieb and Sieben 

(2012) was the one based on Incentives. This includes among other things both extrinsic, 

intrinsic, and social organisational rewards (Williamson et al., 2009). These can be 

things such as salary, salary increases, bonuses, assignments, further career 

opportunities, and praise (Ortlieb and Sieben, 2012). Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) 

underlined here that the right kind and size of an incentive often may have a greater 

future positive retention effect on employees. But what is then organisational rewards 

and reward systems? These systems determine in an organisation what an employee gets 

in exchange for his work effort (Nazir et al., 2016). As mentioned, there are three 

different rewards that an employee can get from an organisation, Namely, extrinsic, 

intrinsic, and social rewards (Williamson et al., 2009). However, organiswational 

rewards on the other hand are often categorised into one of three types, namely task, 

social, and organisational rewards (Nazir et al., 2016). Task rewards are considered 

intrinsic rewards which gets more of intangible benefits like satisfaction of work 

accomplished (Williamson et al., 2009). This contrasts with the other two social and 

organisational rewards. These are more often thought of as being extrinsic rewards, 

which refers to more tangible benefits such as salary or other benefits. Lastly, social 

rewards refer to those kinds of benefits that an employee gets from social interactions at 

work i.e., workplace friendships or feeling part of a community (Nazir et al., 2016). Apart 

from organisational rewards there are also other incentives that organisations may apply 

to increase TER, one of which is career planning. As Betts and Holden (2003) has stated, 

career planning is the organisation’s helping and guidance of an employee’s career so 

that the employee has a better overall view of his career and future in the organisation. 

The career planning may consist of different talent programmes, career programmes, 

personal coaching, mentorships, employee guidance, or apprenticeship programmes 

(Betts & Holden, 2003; Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). This incentive effort is made in 

order to give a feeling of empowerment to the employee, while also giving the 

organisation a chance to plan for the future as well as at the same time improving the 

organisation’s employer branding (Betts & Holden, 2003).  
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From the first two strategies, Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) implied that the third most 

efficient strategy for organisational retention were the Recruitment of new professionals. 

In this respect they emphasized that the recruitment effort, both internal and external, 

should be on finding the right candidate for the position or task in question. Ortlieb and 

Sieben (2012) stressed that with having the right employee in a certain position the risk 

of unintentional turnover decreased noticeably with an opposite increase of TER (Ortlieb 

and Sieben, 2012). However, even if the hiring of the right candidate into the 

organisation is very important for an effective TER, the post-hiring and orientation 

processes are almost as important. As Chapman (2009) emphasized, the post-hiring and 

orientation processes are often crucial for TER, as these are often the new employee’s 

first feel and taste of the organisation as well as the gateway into the organisational 

culture. According to Chapman (2009) having a working orientation programme may 

decrease turnover rates by up to as much as 25%. These hiring and orientation 

programmes mostly consist of three different stages in which the new employees take 

part. The first stage is the “pre-hire” that should take place right after the employee has 

accepted the job but before starting to work. In this stage the employee gets general 

information about the organisation. The second stage is the “post-hire”. This stage 

should occur during the new employee’s first week with the organisation. Here the 

employee has the opportunity to familiarise with the organisation and the new job and 

tasks. The third and final stage starts after the first week and may continue up to a year. 

In this stage the programme documents expected future training needs and set up 

professional goals for the employee so that the employee has steady support throughout 

the period, when settling into the new work and its processes. Apart from these three 

stages, the orientation programme should also have arranged an informal and 

unplanned aspect to it that is organised by the new employees’ fellow workers in order 

to make the new employees’ assimilation into the work culture quicker and easier. This 

assisted Hiring and orientation process enables a smoother transition for the new 

employee into the organisation (Chapman, 2009). 

Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) followed the prior strategies with positioning Knowledge 

management as the fourth most important strategy to retention. According to Ortlieb 

and Sieben (2012) the Knowledge management strategy should emphasise the obtaining 

and distribution of organisational know-how mainly through manuals and guides. The 

strategy also underlined the use of information technology and specialised HR systems 

for organszing and keeping track on the different TER processes (Ortlieb and Sieben, 

2012). These automated systems are designed to have different triggering mechanisms 
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that go off when different events occur. For example, this can be hiring systems that 

greatly support recruitment officers in the hiring processes by automatically sorting and 

choosing the most suitable candidates for a certain position (Proctor, 2010). Another 

interesting example comes from General Electric, where the HR-department had 

visioned an automated TER system that will be able to predict when employees are likely 

to leave. This is a certainly a useful tool for TER when the system of alert and automatic 

prediction gives the responsible retention officer a chance to intervene and manage the 

possible turnover situation. An example of this could be a mechanism that notifies the 

HR-department of individuals that have had colleagues that recently left the 

organisation. This would be interesting for the HR-department as this would make the 

employees left behind at a higher risk of also leaving the organisation (Prokesch, 2017).  

Lastly, the Knowledge management strategy also highlighted the importance of exchange 

of experiences between employees, as this retains knowledge in the organisation and 

favours team building (Ortlieb and Sieben, 2012).  

Finally, Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) situated Coercion as the least effective strategy, as it 

contains job- and job regulation contracts. According to them, this strategy should 

preferably be used least frequently because of the strategies perceived harshness. 

However, they also stated that job- and regulation contracts have a very visible impact 

on retention, in particular if the contracts have penalties for leaving the company (Ortlieb 

and Sieben, 2012).  

As was shown from Ortlieb and Sieben´s (2012), this set of strategies gives organisations 

at least a clear foundation to develop their own suitable TER strategies and practices. 

However, even if this nomenclature gives a good foundation for organisations to build 

TER strategies from, it does only slightly explain the involved factors allowing these 

strategies to work i.e., organisational culture, communication, and Work satisfaction 

(Letchmiah & Thomas, 2017). It also does not explain or take into consideration any 

external influential factors that may have an impact on TER, such as factors which 

seldom are related to the job and are often unexpected as for example Work-life balance 

or Location issues (Allen et al., 2010; Hausknecht et al., 2009). It is only when an 

organisation fully understands what factors that are really affecting its TER, that it can 

successfully develop its TER strategies to be most efficient in its organisational 

environment (Hausknecht et al., 2009). In order to simplify, understand and deal with 

the factors that impact TER, Hausknecht et al. created in 2009 a framework consisting 

of the 12 most effective factors in influencing employees to stay in an organisation. 
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Hausknecht et al. (2009) created this framework by analysing open-ended responses 

from 24,829 employees in the leisure and hospitality industry. The 12 factors that 

emerged from this research are: Advancement opportunities, Constituent attachments, 

Extrinsic rewards, Flexible work arrangements, Investments, Job satisfaction, Lack of 

alternatives, Location, Nonwork influences, Organisational commitment, Organisational 

justice, and Organisational prestige (Hausknecht et al., 2009). These 12 factors can 

further be explored below in figure 1. 

 

Table 1 Hausknecht et al., 2009 

Hausknecht et al. (2009) further reported that the five most frequently mentioned of 

these 12 reasons for staying in an organisation were Job satisfaction (51%), Extrinsic 

rewards (41%), Constituent attachments (34%), Organisational commitment (17%), and 

Organisational prestige (13%). As it can be seen the most efficient factors coincide well 

with Ortlieb and Sieben´s (2012) nomenclature of most effective TER strategies. Here 

only Constituent attachments belong to another strategy than the Norms and values and 

Incentive’s strategies. The rest of the retention factors came through the results less 

frequently but were still deemed important enough by Hausknecht et al. (2009) to fit 

into the framework. These factors were answered as follows: Lack of alternatives (10%), 

Investments (9%), Advancement opportunities (8%), Location (8%), Organisational 

justice (7%), Flexible work arrangements (7%), and Nonwork influences (3%) 

(Hausknecht et al., 2009). Hausknecht et al. (2009) also were informed from the results 
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that high performers and non-hourly workers were more likely to cite advancement 

opportunities and organisational prestige as reasons for staying in comparison to low 

performers and hourly employees that were more likely to cite extrinsic rewards as 

important retention factors. These results further emphasise the importance for 

organisations to develop their TER implementation and other HRM activities towards 

their own organisational environments so to get most effect out of them (Hausknecht et 

al., 2009). 
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The previous chapter has treated TER and its place in HRM literature, its value for 

organisations, and how it can be applied to organisations. In this chapter “Research 

Methodology” the study will continue to perform a comprehensive overview of the 

methodologies chosen for this study.  As it was learned in the introduction, this study 

focuses on how managers in the FTA implement TER and how TER takes form in that 

organisation. From this perspective the primary and secondary research questions were 

formed as follows: 

Primary research question - “How do the Finnish Tax Administration´s managers 

implement Talent and Employee Retention in their line of work?” 

Secondary research question - “In what way does Talent and Employee Retention 

appear in the Finnish Tax Administration according to its managers?” 

The aforementioned research questions constitute the foundation of this study, upon 

which the methodologies of this study have been adapted and conceptualised. This 

adaptation process will be presented and discussed in this chapter by following 

Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill’s (2016) research framework called “the research onion”. 

This framework investigates the different “layers” that a study consists of and that a 

researcher should determine when formulating an effective methodology. Each layer of 

the research onion works in such a way that it uncovers and treats a number of 

considerations; starting from the “onion’s” outside layers with fairly abstract topics like 

research philosophy and approach, and then continuing towards the core by uncovering 

with each layer more tangible topics such as the research strategy and the different data-

techniques involved in the study (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2016). 

This methodology chapter starts at the outermost layer of Saunders et al.’s (2016) 

research onion. This in order to contemplate and summarize this study’s research 

philosophy. Thereafter, a review of the research approach and design will follow and will 

also include the layers of methodological choice as well as research strategy. Following 

this the “onion's” core comprising of the different data techniques including collection 

and analysis will be explored. Lastly, a brief review and a critical discussion of the 

methodological limitations and ethical concerns that accompany the chosen 

methodologies and the choices of data sources will be provided in the last section of this 

chapter. Figure 1 beneath, shows an adapted version of Saunders et al. (2016) research 

onion and summarises the research methodology of this study. 
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Figure 1 Methodological framework (adapted from Saunders et al., 2016, p. 124) 

3.1 Research philosophy 

In Saunders et al.’s (2016) research framework “the research onion” the outermost layer 

is reserved for the research philosophy. In the framework the research philosophy is 

defined as the system of beliefs and assumptions that are about the actual development 

of knowledge. According to Saunders et al. (2016), researchers make along the way 

various assumptions in every step of the research process, both consciously and 

unconsciously. This is of course not sound for the objectivity of the research. But 

Saunders et al. (2016) suggest that if the assumptions are kept throughout the research 

consistent and carefully deliberated, then the set of well-placed assumptions will ensure 

a credible research philosophy, as it simultaneously reflects the personal values and 

views of the researcher (Saunders et al. 2016). 

Consequently, I will in my research consider both ontological and epistemological 

assumptions, although relying more towards the epistemological side. The difference 

between the two can be explained as whereas ontology comprises of the assumptions 

about the nature of reality on one hand, epistemology on the other hand concerns the 

assumptions about knowledge, i.e., what constitutes acceptable, valid, and legitimate 

assumption in the field of a study. Why then keep both in mind in the research process?  

Firstly, Saunders et al. (2016) argue that it is important for the researcher to be aware of 

his own ontology even if it may seem abstract and unnecessary in many research 

situations. However, ontological assumptions are what shape the way in which the 

researcher sees the world, thus also determining the specific choice of research. When it 

comes to epistemology it is more important for the researcher to understand the various 
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implications of the different epistemological assumptions, as the dialogue between the 

researcher and objective is what gives the results (Farquhar, 2012) and will also govern 

what the researcher considers as legitimate in his own research (Saunders et al., 2016).  

Considering the aforementioned, the next step towards defining this study’s research 

philosophy is to choose the epistemological stance that best fits within the study’s 

objectives. For my study and its aims, I have chosen to pursue the path of a subjectivist 

researcher by reasoning that this path is characterised in research philosophy by a clear 

interest in different social actors’ opinions and narratives. These opinions and narratives 

are thought to be of help in accounting for the various social realities in which these social 

actors are participants. This philosophical path also contrasts clearly towards the 

objectivist researcher, who seeks to discover universal facts that by themselves can 

govern social behaviour (Saunders et al., 2016:130). Since this study tries to uncover how 

the FTA’s managers implement TER in their work, it is of my interest as a researcher to 

get the individual managers’ viewpoints and thoughts about the subject. Dealing with 

viewpoints and thoughts allows me to get easier a deeper understanding of how they use 

TER and what they may know about it, but likewise force out any dealings with objective 

reality. This as it is very hard to achieve any objective realities when dealing with 

individuals’ perceptions. Therefore, the subjectivist view resonates better with this 

study’s aims than for instance an objectivist view (Saunders et al., 2016). 

With that being said, the last step in achieving this study’s research philosophy is to select 

one of the five major philosophies in business and management, namely Positivism, 

Critical realism, Interpretivism, Postmodernism and Pragmatism. From these five 

alternatives I have chosen Interpretivism, “the way humans attempt to make sense of the 

world around us” (Saunders et al., 2016:134), to be the main research philosophy for this 

study. This choice is made, since the Interpretivist research orientation is explicitly 

subjectivist, and it aims to generate rich, contextualised meanings and understandings 

of social worlds and phenomena (Saunders et al., 2016:140). This is in sharp contrast to, 

for example, the Positivist research orientation, which tries to discover universal rules 

and laws, that “one true reality”, which is supposed to be applicable to everybody 

(Saunders et al., 2016:136).  

In summary, the research philosophy of this study is to adopt elements of both 

subjectivism as well as interpretivism in order to have the best possibilities to achieve a 

rich and informative result. Furthermore, it can be seen as the very foundation of this 

study’s research design, and it certainly helps determining the choices in methodology 
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being used during the research process. Lastly, it is also valuable to point out that 

Saunders et al. (2016) mentions that there is no ‘right’, ‘wrong’, or even a ‘best’ research 

philosophy orientation to adopt, as it is only up to each researcher to decide for 

themselves how they want to approach it in their studies (Saunders et al. 2016). 

3.2 Research approach 

Continuing onwards in Saunders et al.’s (2016) framework this study finds in the second 

outermost layer the study’s research approach (Saunders et al., 2016). Research 

approach refers to the strategy that the researcher uses in order to better grasp the reality 

of the surrounding world (Jacobsen, 2002). The purpose of specifying a research 

approach is not to limit the researcher in any way but to help guiding him onwards to 

answering the study’s research questions. When deciding what approach to use for the 

theory development there are three main approaches that the researcher may choose 

from, namely deductive, inductive, and abductive approaches. 

The first approaches are deductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning refers to when the 

researcher starts with a general statement or hypothesis that is based on existing theory. 

After that, the researcher is striving for reaching a logical conclusion based on the results. 

Hence, deductive inference works as from the general theories towards the specific 

observations (Saunders et al., 2016).  

The second approach is inductive reasoning which is the total opposite of the prior one. 

When inductive reasoning is chosen, the researcher starts with making various 

observations of the chosen subject. From these observations the researcher then tries to 

distinguish a pattern, and only after that the researcher makes generalisations for the 

study. This is done in order to create new explanations or theories for the made 

observations. Thus, inductive inference works as from the specifically made observations 

towards general theories (Saunders et al., 2016). 

The third and final approach is abductive reasoning. The abductive approach is different 

from the first two, by including elements from both the deductive and inductive 

approaches. Instead of only using either existing theory or finding new empirical data as 

a starting point, it uses them separately, often by first exploring existing knowledge about 

a subject, to identifying possible themes, collecting new empirical data, and then lastly 

presenting any distinguished patterns from the combined data. This in order to generate 

new or revise existing theory which can then be tested further (Saunders et al., 2016:148. 

The abductive approach can also often be a sustainable reasoning, as it gives freedom for 
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the researcher to adjust the Literature Review based on the empirical results (Bryman & 

Bell, 2015), which can likewise be useful in case of unexpected developments that might 

occur during the later data collections (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009).  

I chose to use the abductive approach for this study. The abductive approach provides 

flexibility, and it aims to understand as well as analyse social life along with respecting 

the social actors’ beliefs as well as motives (Saunders et al., 2016). It also suits this study 

well, as the research started with the exploration of the pilot study in the introduction, 

for then continuing on to the existing theories of TER. However, none of these sources 

reveals any information about this study’s focus groups’ level of TER implementation. 

Thus, collection of such empirical data is needed in order to bring out new insights about 

that topic. 

Another reason for the choice made relates to the drawbacks that often are attached to 

the two other approaches. For example, the deductive approach often gets criticism for 

letting the existing theories to steer the empirical data collection. On the other hand, the 

inductive approach regularly gets criticized for being too unfocused (Jacobsen, 2002). 

By choosing the abductive approach, one can at least partially beat these mentioned 

issues by creating a focused empirical data collection with the inspiration of the pilot 

study and existing literature, but at the same time leaving room to react on unexpected 

results. 

3.3 Research design  

Having now discussed the two outermost layers of Saunders et al.’s (2016) research 

onion, the subjectivist and interpretivist research philosophies as well as the abductive 

research approach, the next moves onwards to this study’s research design. Research 

design is defined by Saunders et al. (2016) as a study’s general plan of how of it is going 

to answer set research questions. As such, the next two layers of the research onion will 

continue inwards and concern the study’s methodological choice and research strategy.  

3.3.1 Methodological choice 

Keeping with Saunders et al. (2016) framework the methodological choice is discussed 

in the research onion’s third layer and it is the first step in achieving a complete research 

design. The methodological choice is important for a study because it helps the 

researcher to focus on what he tries to answer and wants to find out. It also guides him 

likely towards the most appropriate way in practically achieving it (Saunders et al. 2016). 
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As Silverman put it (2006:34) - “The choice between different research methods should 

depend upon what you are trying to find out” However, it still must be mentioned that 

either of the following research methods can be used, if applied correctly, in order to 

study a chosen phenomenon. The different options for methodological choice are made 

between quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methods research designs (Saunders et al. 

2016). 

The first of the three categories are the Quantitative methods. This set of methods are 

the most appropriate, if the study’s aim is to analyse relationships between different 

variables. This is often with the help of a variety of various numerical, statistical, and 

graphical techniques. The main strength of Quantitative methods is the overall 

generalisability of obtained results that the methods bring to the researcher (Saunders 

et al. 2016). This ability often materialises from the very nature of Quantitative studies 

that regularly operates in environments of larger pools of data, where the data often are 

to a degree unified to be viable for cross analysis. This access to larger unified data 

permits for a both more credible analysis of cause-and-effect relationships, as well as 

makes further study replication a viable option for result corroboration (Johnson & 

Onwuegbuzie, 2004:19). On the other hand, Quantitative methods often get criticised for 

being too focused on the theory and hypothesis testing and generating too general results 

(Saunders et al., 2016). Firstly, this so-called confirmation bias often runs the risk of the 

researcher missing out on the occurrence of unexpected phenomena when focussing too 

stringent on the theory testing aspect instead of looking wider and regarding theory 

generation as a plausible possibility. Secondly, the generality of the results can become 

problematic if they are to abstract. This may create obstacles when they with this 

abstractness lose any viable possibility for direct application in local situations, contexts, 

or to individuals (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004).  

The second of the research methods is the Qualitative methods. Qualitative methods are, 

opposite to Quantitative methods, often utilised in studies where the aim is to get a 

deeper understanding concerning social phenomena or such subjects that cannot be 

objectively observed. These often occur among individuals or within other social contexts 

(Saunders et al., 2016). The set regularly makes use of different analytical techniques 

that requires close interaction between the researcher and the research objective 

(Bryman and Bell, 2015), which is also one of the main strengths of Qualitative methods. 

As Jacobsen (2002) implies, Qualitative methods allow the researcher much more 

closely interact with the participants of the study and even “go native” when faced with 
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limited number of cases (Jacobsen, 2002). This often enables for the creation of deep 

and rich results that describe the phenomena, as they are situated in their own different 

local contexts. The Qualitative results are also much more effective in describing 

individual´s own experiences in the matter, which helps in shedding light on target 

population opinions (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). But as with the case of 

Quantitative methods, Qualitative methods also draw criticism to its methods that also 

here stem from its strengths. The three major focal points are that the knowledge 

produced can be too specific, the research hard to replicate, and that the results are more 

easily influenced by the researcher’s personal biases and idiosyncrasies (Saunders et al. 

2016). Beginning with the knowledge produced the main strength of the deep and rich 

results is that they may be too specific to the study’s surroundings. This in turn makes 

the study’s results hard to generalise and replicate towards other people or situations, 

which may also hinder the possibilities for making sound quantitative predictions. This 

hampers the overall credibility of the new knowledge produced. Lastly, the fact is that 

with closer interaction between the parties the risk for the researcher to inject personal 

biases and idiosyncrasies into the results becomes ever greater the longer the study 

continues (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). 

The third and last category of the methodological choices is the Mixed methods. This set 

of methods combines, as the name implies, elements from both the Quantitative and 

Qualitative methods (Saunders et al. 2016). It does this for the sake of reaping the 

benefits of both prior methods, while still avoiding most of their major weaknesses. It is 

because of this that Bryman and Bell (2015) imply that the Mixed method research is the 

optimal choice for design when done correctly. However, the problems that accompanies 

Mixed methods are often fundamentally challenging for the researcher, since this set of 

methods every so often require twice the effort for completing the research and study. 

The burden also increases when the researcher needs to be aware of and possess the 

methodological expertise of the other two methodological areas instead of just one of 

them (Saunders et al. 2016). 

This study chose, with the aforementioned methods in mind, to utilise Qualitative 

methods for reaching its goals. This choice was partly based on this study’s prementioned 

research philosophy as well as approach and that Qualitative methods are often seen as 

the most suited set for studying social phenomena (Saunders et al., 2016). Another 

reason for the choice of Quantitative methods is regarding the research questions and 

the aim of this study. The problem area of this study is explorative in nature because of 
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lack of much prior knowledge. This reality requires an openminded investigative stance 

that is hard to achieve with Quantitative methods but can be easier achieved with 

Qualitative methods. Furthermore, as this research utilises a mono-method data 

collection, with the data being collected through in-depth semi-structured interviews 

paired with matching qualitative analytical procedure, the Qualitative methods’ nature 

will assist the researcher in delving deeper into the gathering of data (Saunders et al. 

2016). This allows the researcher to study the phenomenon more in depth and revealing 

contextual aspects that are related to it (Jacobsen, 2002), and thus, creating a deeper 

understanding of the study’s phenomena and hopefully bringing out unexpected new 

insights that can be learned from. By using Qualitative methods, the researcher is more 

open to unexpected new information that might emerge during the study and should 

therefore be able to act accordingly (Jacobsen, 2002). The limitations with applying a 

qualitative research are of course as mentioned above that the results obtained may not 

generalise well to other settings or contexts (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). But on the 

other hand, the aim of this study is not to be able to generalise the results, but rather to 

provide a deeper understanding of the FTA’s managers implementation of TER. 

3.3.2 Research strategy 

The study now continues forward on the Research design, which includes the Research 

onion’s fourth layer, with arriving to Research strategy. The first thing the researcher has 

to do when deciding on which strategy to pick is to keep in mind the type of research 

question that is being answered by his study, e.g., the – ‘why’, ‘what’, ‘how’, ‘who’, ‘where’ 

– (Yin, 1994). The research strategy of Case studies was chosen for this study. The 

definition of a Case study is an empirical study that focuses on studying a contemporary 

phenomenon in its real-life context. The researcher can with the help of a case study 

research a chosen phenomenon in depth in situations when the boundaries of the 

phenomenon and its context are not clearly identified (Yin, 1994). The case study was 

chosen as a strategy because it first supports the interpretivist epistemological stance 

that this study has adopted and is suitable for research that is abductive in its nature. 

The strategy also fits well in with the study’s research questions ‘what’ and ‘how’ as well 

as with that the phenomenon of study is in a complex social setting (Bryman and Bell, 

2011; Farquhar, 2012). As Yin (1994) implies, the case study strategy is most preferable 

when the ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions are at the forefront of a study, as the questions highly 

explanatory nature. Nevertheless, Yin (1994) additionally adds that ‘what’ questions also 

are appropriate for case studies, although these questions change the case studies’ nature 

towards a more exploratory stance. As mentioned, this study’s questions are “how” 
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closely followed by ‘what’. Namely, “How do managers implement TER?” and “In what 

form does TER take form in the FTA according to managers?”. Therefore, a case study is 

a suitable strategy for this study, as the research questions aims to answer both ‘how’ and 

‘what’, and the case study from these questions contains elements of both exploratory 

and explanatory purposes (Saunders et al., 2016).  

The second thing that the researcher needs to identify for the strategy and case study is 

to define what the ‘case’ is and to choose whether it is a single or multiple case study. 

According to Saunders et al. (2016) the case or unit of analysis can be one or more of 

several different things. It can for example be an individual employee or group being of 

interest. The case may also be of larger size e.g., like an event or organisation (Saunders 

et al., 2016). As this research study goal is to find out how that managers in the FTA 

implement TER, it seems reasonable to classify one case unit as a manager or other 

individual of interest working in the FTA. This combined with such data will be collected 

from several different ‘cases’, from four different regional offices therefore allows for this 

research to be defined as a multiple case study (Yin, 1994). Multiple case studies have 

such an advantage that it allows the researcher to look at differences, similarities, and 

common patterns between the cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Having this in mind 

researchers seem to agree that results generated from multiple case studies are 

appreciated, reliable and credible (Saunders et al., 2016). This as they often provide 

greater opportunities for verification and development of the Literature Review than 

what a single case study can achieve. They also offer a deeper understanding of the 

phenomenon studied (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin, 1994). However, multiple case studies 

have such a disadvantage that they can be very time consuming and expensive to conduct 

if not kept in check (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin, 1994). 

3.3.3 Time horizon  

The last part of the Research design and the last research onion layer before the core is 

the study’s Time horizon.  The Time horizon defines the time frame for the research. It 

is often divided into a cross-sectional or short-term format study and specifies the point 

of time during which the data is collected. The Time horizon that best suits this study is 

cross-sectional, since the aim of the study is to gather how managers in the FTA 

implement TER. According to Saunders et al. (2016), cross-sectional studies are 

remarkably useful for studying specific phenomena within a limited time frame 

(Saunders et al., 2016), which nicely suits this study’s objectives. 
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3.4 Data collection 

Having treated all the outer layers of Saunders et al.’s (2016) Research onion, spanning 

from research philosophy to research strategy, the study now arrives to its core, where 

the research techniques that examine the practical side of the research study are found; 

specifically, the practical data collection part. This section is an important part of the 

chapter to explore because it specifies the way the study and data collection were 

organised (Saunders et al., 2016). This section will be explored by looking at the following 

topics in order: Sampling, Semi-structured interviews, Interview guide, and Documents. 

3.4.1 Sampling  

Sampling is for almost every Qualitative case study one of the most important parts, as 

it determines what kind of results that the study will produce. To get the sample accurate 

for the study, Saunders et al. (2016) imply that the selected sample should be as related 

as possible to the population emphasised in the research question corresponding to the 

aim of the study (Saunders et al., 2016).  

The case organisation and sector of this study was chosen through a so-called non-

probability sampling method and more precisely by the method of convenience 

sampling. This implies that the case organisation, the FTA, and the sector of Uusimaa, 

was not chosen on random but were knowingly picked out for this study (Easterby-

Smith, Thorpe and Jackson, 2012). This choice was made, as explained in the study’s 

Introduction chapter, based on earlier studies, the perceived gap in the research 

literature, the characteristics of the case organisation, and the access and availability to 

the target population (Yin, 1994). 

Continuing forward, the sampling was made by using the Generic purposive sampling 

method. This is a non-probability method that selects from the target population based 

on predetermined characteristics and criteria important to the research study (Bryman 

and Bell, 2015). This method was chosen for the sampling as this study’s main goal is to 

explore how Managers in the FTA implement TER. From that goal it is quite clear that 

the target population should be comprised of FTA managers or by other key employees 

that have influence over employee work and workplace situations (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Based on the Convenience- and Generic purposive sampling the sample for this study 

was chosen from four different offices in the Uusimaa sector of the FTA. This data 

collection limitation of not including the whole FTA was imposed because of time and 

cost constrains typical of a master’s thesis.  The focus on “front-line” managers was 
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essentially chosen because managers can be considered among the most important 

individuals in an organisation concerning the daily implementation of TER (Letchmiah 

& Thomas, 2017; Toscano et al., 2018).  

As regards to the sample size it was mentioned earlier in the research strategy that this 

study uses a Qualitative multiple case study strategy. According to Eisenhardt (1989), 

the numbers of cases necessary for such a study is between four and 10 cases. Eisenhardt 

(1989) supports this claim by explaining that if a study has four or fewer cases it then will 

have difficulties in establishing its theories and validity. Then again, if a study includes 

10 or more cases it risks miring itself from the sheer volume and complexity that the 

acquired data can bestow (Eisenhardt, 1989). Because of this it was decided that the 

optimal number of cases for the purpose of this multiple case study was going to be 

between 7-9 cases invited from the Uusimaa sector of the FTA. This choice was made 

before the invitations went out as it is not uncommon, according to Eisenhardt (1989), 

for researchers to plan the sum of cases in advance. The last criterion for being included 

in the sample was of course that the participants consented to be interviewed and so 

taking part in this study. 

3.4.2 Semi-structured interviews 

Interviews are one of the most common Qualitative case study research methods (Yin 

1994). There are three main types of interviews, namely structured, unstructured, and 

semi-structured interviews (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016).  

Structured interviews are a qualitative data collection strategy made up of pre-planned 

close-ended questions. These are organised in a standardised order with the purpose of 

keeping the interview tightly focused on the main topic. Structured interviews are 

because of this best used when the literature of a topic is highly developed or follows 

other less structured interviewing approaches, as for example observations, to assist the 

researcher’s understanding of the topic. However, this also makes this technique 

somewhat restricting if a study has the goal of getting rich and in-depth results from the 

participating interviewees (Bryman, 2008). Unstructured interviews on the other hand 

are, as the name implies, without any major structure and neither the questions nor 

answer-categories are here predetermined.  They are instead purely of a conversational 

nature, and hence, they allow for great flexibility, freedom, and possibility of epiphanies. 

Consequently, such interviews are very useful for studying people, their information 

seeking and use of it. Then again, Unstructured interviews are difficult to control and 
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manage and are prone to creating large amounts of excessive data if not kept in check 

(Bryman, 2008).  The third of the types of interviews are the Semi structured interviews. 

These interviews are a mix of the previous interview data collection strategies. Semi-

structured interviews contain both structure and structured questions as well as at the 

same time allowing the interviewees to answer the questions open-endedly (Cousin, 

2009). Examples of this might be describing experiences, meanings, situations, and 

insights (Bryman, 2008). The Semi-structured interviews additionally allow the 

researcher to deviate from the interview structure and ask follow-up questions as he may 

see fit. Semi-structured interviews provide the researcher qualitative data that allow him 

to create results from the interviewees perceptions, attitudes, and experiences that are 

both rich and deep in nature (Cousin, 2009). However, Semi-structured interviews do 

suffer like the other two types from its own drawbacks. As with the case of Unstructured 

interviews, Semi-structured interviews are prone to creating large amounts of data if not 

controlled, and thus, these demands guidance from the researcher (Bryman, 2008). This 

demand of control subsequently creates possible pitfalls of researcher bias if not taken 

seriously. This shows that the researcher needs to be continuously on top of the 

interviews in order to not set them to lose or to compromise them with biases (Saunders 

et al., 2016).  

From these three data collection techniques it was decided that the Semi-structured 

interviews were the most suitable for this study. The main reason for this was because of 

the structure and question flexibility of Semi-structured interviews as well as its 

adaptability. This format fits well into a research that investigate a socially constructed 

phenomenon. It also allows me as the interviewer to, besides acquiring broad empirical 

data from the answers, to additionally be able to explore unexpected interview 

opportunities when they arise (Yin, 1994). Such occurrences may subsequently lead to 

the development of new unconsidered themes that might otherwise have been 

overlooked (Cousin, 2009). Such new insights about the research phenomenon can often 

increase the value of the overall results of the study (Farquhar, 2012). In short, this 

technique helps this study to get a rich representation of the phenomenon of manager 

TER implementation including the state of TER in the FTA.  

3.4.3 Interview guide and interviews 

The Interview guide is often created as an assisting tool for qualitative data collection 

interviews. It assists the interviewer in obtaining as much subjective views and 

perceptions from the interviewees as possible while at the same time limiting the 
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discussion towards the study’s major themes. In doing so, the Interview guide aids the 

interviewer so that he can focus less on managing the interview itself and concentrate 

more on the dialogue with the interviewee. The Interview guide also functions for the 

researcher as an effective question checklist and time bar (Bryman, 2008). 

For assisting the data collection process of this study, an interview guide (see Appendix 

1 & Appendix 2) was created based on the previously mentioned pilot study and earlier 

literature review. This guide was meant to support the structure of the interviews by 

covering the main themes and questions related to managers’ knowledge regarding TER 

and TER in the FTA.  The interview guide was created in both English as well as Finnish 

and it consists of 19 questions divided into three groups. The first group contains the 

“Background questions”. This group begins with three questions that look at the 

interviewee’s overall situation in the FTA and move the general interview into gear. The 

second and largest of the question groups are the “Main questions”. This group consists 

of 14 questions addressing the interviewee’s implementation, knowledge, different 

perceptions, and thoughts concerning TER. Additionally, this group also inquires, 

through the interviewees, on how TER takes shape and form in the FTA. The last group 

consists of two “Ending questions” from which the interviewee can contemplate his 

answers, participation, and possible final thoughts about the subject as well as the 

interview itself. The interviewer has with this kind of interview guide a solid support for 

getting through all the data collection interviews, but also the full possibility to whenever 

go for whatever opportunity that might arise during the interview and still being able to 

locate himself back to the interview’s main subjects (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Cousin 

(2009) implies that an interview guide never should restrict interview flexibility nor the 

interactive nature of the situation. It is a tool that is best used when it enables for allowing 

the conversation to flow naturally, while still letting keeping an eye on the situation, so 

that the researcher may come up with new arguments not considered before (Cousin, 

2009).  

As mentioned earlier in the Sampling, the intended number of interviews (or cases) for 

this case study was between seven and nine interviews. To achieve this goal, the whole 

sample population where first identified, by using the prementioned Generic purposive 

sampling method and the organisational area limitations. By doing this the criteria for 

appropriate sample population were shown to consist of 14 individuals in the FTA’s 

Uusimaa sector. Because of the limited numbers of the sample population, each of 14 

potential candidates were contacted personally by email and/or phone. By the emails 
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they were informed about the research’s aim, why they were chosen, and the potential 

that they could contribute to it by a personal interview. All candidates were also informed 

that the participation was voluntary and totally anonymous. Additionally, the candidates 

were told about the possibility for receiving the interview questions prior to the interview 

commenced if requested. 

From these 14 invitations eight candidates accepted and were subsequently booked for 

an interview. This put the study’s sample to eight different Qualitative semi-structured 

interviews consisting of both managers and other key employees which were fully 

consistent with the sample plan. Seven of these were conducted face-to-face and one was 

performed by telephone. The duration of the interviews varied from 33 to 62 minutes 

and were mostly held in the interviewee’s main office. The lengths of these interviews 

were, for a short case study as this, considered to be focused and long enough for 

providing the relevant information required (Yin, 1994). The interviews were conducted 

in either English, Finnish or Swedish depending on the interviewee’s native language. All 

the interviews were recorded, transcribed, and lastly coded to English. The recording was 

conducted for the purpose of transcription, including analysis, and was done with the 

permission of each participant. All the interviews were transcribed as soon as possible 

after completion in order to try to grasp the researcher’s initial impressions. The 

potential for language bias were acknowledged both in the interview and coding stages 

when often multiple languages were involved. However, careful attention was paid to this 

possibility to decrease the potential for bias, although there must be admitted that some 

topics in the data could not be directly translated and were with the best of my abilities 

interpreted in the coding process. During the interviews, the focus for me as the 

interviewer lay on the beliefs, perceptions, and experiences that were described by the 

participants. 

3.5 Qualitative data analysis 

Having now also explored the core of Saunders et al.’s (2016) Research onion, the study’s 

method of Qualitative data analysis will now be briefly discussed. According to Saunders 

et al. (2016) there is not a best way to analyse qualitative data. There is rather a myriad 

of different analytical procedures that the researcher may choose from. However, the 

analytical procedure should be suitable with the chosen research philosophy, strategy, 

and data collection technique (Saunders et al., 2016). A thematic analysis was chosen as 

the analytical procedure for this study. The overall intention with the analysis is to be 

able to identify different emerging themes from the transcription processes stemming 
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from the semi-structured interviews. The empirical data from these kinds of studies are, 

however, generally so rich and cumbersome that most of it seldom can be used. But as 

Creswell (2014) explains, the researcher can with the help of the thematic analysis 

effectively cull the data during the analysis and so better directly focus on the part of the 

data that is of interest to the study (Creswell, 2014). The data coding and analysis process 

in this study took example of “Tesch’s Eight Steps in the Coding Process” as presented in 

Creswell’s (2014) book “Research Design”. These eight steps were used as a guide when 

coding this study’s data and the process can be seen below (Creswell, 2014): 

1. Get a sense of the whole. Read all the transcriptions carefully. Perhaps jot 

down some ideas as they come to mind as you read. 

2. Pick one document (i.e., one interview)- the most interesting one, the 

shortest, the one on top of the pile. Go through it, asking yourself, “What 

is this about?” Do not think about the substance of the information but its 

underlying meaning. Write thoughts in the margin. 

3. When you have completed this task for several participants, make a list of 

all topics. Cluster together similar topics. Form these topics into columns, 

perhaps arrayed as major, unique, and leftover topics. 

4. Now take the list and go back to your data. Abbreviate the topics as codes 

and write the codes next to the appropriate segments of the text. Try this 

preliminary organizing scheme to see if new categories and codes emerge. 

5. Find the most descriptive wording for your topics and turn them into 

categories. Look for ways of reducing your total list of categories by 

grouping topics that relate to each other. Perhaps draw lines between your 

categories to show interrelationships. 

6. Make a final decision on the abbreviation for each category and 

alphabetize these codes. 

7. Assemble the data material belonging to each category in one place and 

perform a preliminary analysis. 

8. If necessary, recode your existing data. 

(Creswell, 2014) 
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As Tesch advises, the study’s data analysis and coding began with a thorough reading of 

the interview transcripts. After that familiarisation the coding began in earnest with the 

first interviews’ empirical data. From that data were drawn both symbols, meanings and 

questions that possessed interpreted meaning for this study’s aims. The first interview’s 

data and units functioned here as a template so that the subsequent coding could be done 

easier in its image. Similar analysis was then performed for each of the remaining 7 

interviews so that all the empirical data were examined. After this, all the symbols, 

meanings and questions obtained from the transcriptions were given a code. Those codes 

that after that included similar meaning and repeatedly came up in the interview data 

were unified in two stages. This was done so that the individual number of codes were 

reduced to a manageable level. The individual codes were after that abbreviated into an 

Interview results chart (Appendix 3) so that the groups and topics were easier to view. 

This Interview results chart and the different codes were then used and compared in 

order to identify patterns from the empirical data. These patterns were then categorised 

into themes based on the study´s topics that were discussed during the interviews. In the 

end the coding process had resulted in three topics: (1) The manager’s prior acquaintance 

with TER; (2) TER and the FTA from the manager’s view; and (3) The manager’s’own 

use and implementation of TER. 

3.6 Methodological Limitations 

The Qualitative research methodology often provides the researcher with numerous 

different benefits but brings limitations as well that need to be considered. These 

disadvantages often arise because of the researcher’s close involvement with the data 

collection process and the resulting possibility it will be influenced by the researcher’s 

need of ensuring data quality (Saunders et al., 2016). These challenges are likewise true 

for this study and because of that the major limitations were considered during the 

research process. Based on these considerations’ measures have been taken in order to 

overcome these disadvantages.  

The major challenge related to this study’s data collection process concerns research 

bias. According to Farquhar (2012), research bias refers to a negative implication that 

might follow when a researcher is collecting the empirical data through close interaction 

with the study object. The concern here is that I as the researcher would unknowingly 

have affected the participants and the empirical data that was collected (Farquhar, 2012; 

Yin, 1994). To avoid this Saunders et al. (2016) imply that the interviewer should be very 

careful not to lead the interviewees or to impose one’s own beliefs on them. The steps I 
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took to minimize the risk of research bias were to first act in a professional way 

throughout the research process. Secondly, I used an interview guide that helped in the 

overall structure of the interviews by steering and assisting me. I also took care in 

avoiding expressing my own thoughts during the interviews. This kind of input might 

otherwise have encouraged certain types of responses from the interviewees which would 

have altered the data (Farquhar, 2012).  

A second limitation related to the chosen methodology regards the interviewee or 

response bias. This bias means that the interviewee may decide not to discuss or reveal 

certain aspects of a topic that the interviewer wish to explore. This response could be due 

to sensitive information that the interviewee does not want or cannot discuss. As a result, 

interviewee bias can lead to an inaccurate picture of the situation (Saunders et al., 2016). 

To combat this, I tried to be both perceptive about the interviewee’s answers, here seeing 

if any oddities intruded into the interviews, as well as to compare the different interviews 

with each other. By this approach I hope to have located any possible Interviewee biases 

and taken them into account in the analysis. 

The third challenge that relates to the chosen methodology concerns the study’s external 

validity. Farquhar (2012) refers to external validity as the generalisability of the study’s 

results and findings. This means that even though the study itself might be applicable in 

another time and environment, the results of this study only regard the chosen 

organisation in the specific context. It is likewise connected to the study’s fourth 

problem, namely the external reliability. It is according to Bryman and Bell (2011) the 

possibility to replicate this very specific case study and then repeat it. This can often be 

seen as difficult due to the constantly changing social contexts (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 

For tackling this challenge, I maintained a research process as transparent as possible 

throughout the study and provided detailed documentation of it. My aim with this was 

to ensure that the study has a high dependability. By virtue of these the aim of this study 

has been from the beginning not to produce generalisable results but rather to offer a 

view of the situation.  

3.7 Ethical considerations  

To close the methodology chapter this section is going to discuss the ethical concerns of 

this study. This research study was designed and conducted with careful consideration 

of the ethical standards by regarding the confidentiality, anonymity, and consent of each 

participant (Farquhar, 2012). The consent of each interviewee was discussed and 
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confirmed before any collection of empirical data was initiated. Additionally, each 

participant was clearly informed about their participation in this study being voluntary 

and that they had the right to withdraw their consent at any stage during the research 

(Farquhar, 2012). Furthermore, the research study’s purpose and role of the informants 

were clearly explained to each of the informants before they gave their final consent.  

Moreover, each participant was informed about their anonymity throughout and 

following the whole research process. This in order to ensure each interviewee’s s full 

anonymity, all collected data were handled in a secure manner. This meant that the 

empirical data was stored in a secure manner and that the identities and identifiable 

traits of the interviewees were not included in this material or any in any other 

documents used for the study. All documents and other research material were destroyed 

as soon as they were no longer needed. 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this chapter I will present the findings of the data collection process performed for 

this research study. The structure of this chapter will reflect the order of the interview 

guide (see Appendix 1.), with also having the results being further analysed in relation to 

the study’s literature review for the purpose of providing a coherent answer to the 

previously stated research questions. The literature review used for the analysis will 

focus on the practical implementations of TER. 

The data collection process was accomplished during the period of January 2018 – April 

2018 in accordance with the stated strategy in the previous chapter. A sample of 8 

persons of interest voluntarily participated in the interview process. The interviewees 

were 8 persons from the FTA’s Uusimaa region. For privacy reasons the different home 

offices will be kept anonymous. The employees in the sample represented different age 

groups from the ages of under 40 to over 60 years. The sample consisted of both women 

and men. The employees displayed a variety of numbers of years working in the FTA, 

between one to 40 years, with an average of 22,25 years in the organisation. The 

interviews were face-to-face, semi-structured interviews conducted in English, Swedish 

and Finnish. The answers were recorded during the interview and later transcribed into 

a written report for coding of the results more easily. The duration of the interviews 

varied from 29-62 minutes.  

The interviews followed the interview guide (see Appendix 1. and 3.) that consisted of 19 

questions (see Appendix 1), which further were divided into 3 main parts. The rationale 

behind these semi-structured interviews, including using an interview guide, was to 

obtain as much subjective views, perceptions, and experiences from the managers about 

TER and its usage as possible, while at the same time limiting the discussion to the major 

themes surrounding the FTA and TER. The questions were presented in the same 

manner to each interviewee. Further, all participants were informed that they were free 

to withdraw from the interview at any point if they felt uncomfortable answering any 

questions. Each interview began with three questions that aimed to ascertain the 

interviewees’ general knowledge and understanding of TER, demographic information, 

and emlpoyments at the FTA. Next, a brief explanation of TER was provided to enhance 

the interviewees’ understanding of TER for the upcoming questions. The second part of 

the interview intended to find out the interviewees’ perceptions about the FTA’s TER 

strategies, whereas the third part consisted of questions about their own implementation 
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and attitude towards TER. The last part consisted of ending questions and general 

thoughts about the interview. 

As mentioned earlier a thematic analysis was chosen as the analytical procedure for this 

study’s results. The overall intention with this analysis was to enable to identify emerging 

themes from the interviews and effectively cull the data in order to better directly focus 

on the parts being of interest for the study. The data coding process took example of 

“Tesch’s Eight Steps in the Coding Process” as presented in Creswell’s (2014) book 

“Research Design”. The results from this process can be viewed from the Interview 

results chart found in Appendix 3. As Tesch advises, the study’s data analysis and coding 

began with a thorough reading of the interview transcripts. After that familiarisation, the 

coding began in earnest with the first interview’s empirical data. From that data were 

drawn both symbols, meanings and questions that possessed interpreted meaning for 

this study’s aims. The first interviews data and units functioned here as a template so 

that the subsequent coding could be done easier in its image. Similar analysis was then 

performed for each of the remaining 7 interviews so that all the empirical data were 

examined. After this, all the symbols, meanings and questions that were gotten from the 

transcriptions were given a code. Those with similar meaning and that repeatedly came 

up in the interview data were unified in two stages. This was done so that the individual 

number of codes were reduced to a manageable level (see Appendix 3). After that the 

individual codes were abbreviated into an Interview results chart. From where then the 

codes and groups were used and compared in order to identify patterns from the 

empirical data. These patterns were then categorized into themes based on the study 

topics that were discussed during the interviews. Lastly, the coding process had resulted 

in three topics: (1) The manager’s prior acquaintance with TER; (2) TER and the FTA 

from the manager’s view; and (3) The manager’s own use and implementation of TER. 

4.1 Managers prior acquaintance with TER. 

As mentioned earlier, the first part and questions of the interview-guide were for 

screening the interviewee and testing his or her knowledge of TER.  All interviews started 

with asking the interviewees if they were familiar with TER and if they could describe it. 

From these opening questions the results were that half of the interviewees answered 

that they knew about the topic but were unsure about it, whereas the other half answered 

either that they knew about the topic (2/8) or that they were not familiar with it. This 

showed initially that TER at any rate appeared to be a somewhat known topic in the FTA.  
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However, when the interviewees were further asked to explain the topic there were some 

confusions about what TER actually means. Interviewees nr 3. put it like: 

“I would say that it is about people’s strengths, and how one can develop them.” [Interviewee 3.] 

This description can of course be partly correct, but at the same time it is leaning much 

more towards TM than TER, since talents’ strengths and their development are much 

more at the forefront with TM. Other interviewees were much more unsure about TER 

as it can be seen from interviewee nr. 2´s answer: 

“For me it means like a very large right away, that like all this… I have to say I cannot really, I cannot really 

help you now here, it is too large a subject for me.” [Interviewee 2.] 

Still, those interviewees that felt that they to some extent knew about the topic were 

somewhat hesitant, as it can be seen from these answers: 

“Well, not really the framework, as you know, with your case study or academic studies. But concerning the 

“Tax Administration”, yes, we have the Administrative Unit (Hallintoyksikkö), and we have all these Human 

Resource Management courses that we have to be familiar with. At least those of us, as you know, heads of 

the organisation, heads of groups or even when we are working and recruiting new ones, yes. So, at that level. 

Yes.” [Interviewee 4.] 

“Well, these concepts are a bit unknown themselves, but of course these, as used in the Tax Administration, 

are just this normal way of working. And what these governance strategies are, yes, these, just as the basic 

idea are quite familiar to us, but the concepts themselves, I am not so familiar with them now, I cannot quite 

say what everything these have meant. But if I understand these correctly, then these are the basic work that 

we have done here in the administration.” [Interviewee 5.] 

“So, I know what that is, but I actually have not seen those phrases before. Or they have been, said with 

different words. But all the same, the same thing okay.” [Interviewee 7.] 

Because of this uncertainty around the topic a short explanation of TER and its goals was 

given to the interviewees before the interviews continued further in order to some extent 

clarify the topic for those interviewees that were unfamiliar or unsure about it. As it can 

be seen above, many of the interviewees did recognise the value and practical 

implementation of TER. But they approach this from an everyday organisational 

perspective rather than from a theoretical one. One could also gather from the answers 

that there is organisational TER education put in practice in the FTA, but it may be 

named in another form than TER, or it might be some other kind of HRM, e.g., a TM 

variant. Could this be a possible reason for the interviewee’s insecurity about TER? 

Another possible explanation could also be that TER, as one saw from the Literature 
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review, is still such a minor part of HRM theory that it gets lost in the bigger theoretical 

picture. One could also ponder whether these line managers do not come across with 

TER strategies due to that the organisation’s communication is faltering at some level. 

The last explanation could explain why two of the interviewees answered that they did 

not know about the topic, although this does not further explain why the rest of the 

interviewees knew about it the topic. Whatever the case may be these results do indicate 

that TER in some form is prevalent in the FTA’s management operations, but it might 

not be as visible as other HRM strategies. 

4.2 TER and the FTA from the managers view 

Having looked at the interviewee’s knowledge base around TER in the first part of the 

interviews, the interviews contiuned onwards in exploring how TER takes form in the 

FTA from the interviewee’s own points of view. This part of the inteviews started by 

asking “What TER strategies have the FTA in use?”. Answers from this question 

included: 

“That, we have very good possibilities for flexible work hours, distance work, focused work. And then we also 

educate, we educate people very much and self-training. Self-training is a very important thing here.“ 

[Interviewee 1.] 

“Well. We of course, the Tax Administration has very much, we have a lot of training. As you may have 

noticed from our internet and usually, if people want to train him or herself, usually it is possible … Well, the 

Tax administration is also, has quite flexible working hours, so that is one benefit. I think for the employees 

to, to stay here. And all in all, I know, all in all I think that we are quite flexible as an employer.” [Interviewee 

7.] 

As one can see here and also gather from the Interview results chart in Appendix 3, the 

TER themes that appeared from the results were somewhat varied and at times hard to 

specify. As it can be seen from interviewee nr. 5 that answered:  

“This, we have so very different methods and strategies in the administration. So, I can’t say exactly that 

what is there, and in what way as they are as recorded into the management´s strategy.” [Interviewee 5.] 

Nevertheless, the assembled answers ranged from such things as Employee training and 

development, Work-life balance, Employee benefits, Openness, and fairness, to 

Employee knowledge transfer. One can from this variety of themes gather that the 

interviewees’ knowledge was not particularly aligned with each other. Although, as can 

be seen from the results, the most commonly perceived and answered topics were: 

Employee training and development (5/8), Flexible workhours (3/8), Distance work 
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(2/8), and Work-life balance (2/8). One can gather from this that the FTA seems to have 

Training and development as well as a Flexible and balanced work-life as important 

aspects of its TER philosophy. This would seem sensible for the FTA, as it was seen from 

both Ortlieb and Sieben´s (2012) strategies and Hausknecht et al.´s (2009) retention 

factors frameworks, as both value these themes for effective TER.  

Subsequently, the interviews continued exploring the FTA’s TER. Namely, with the 

question “How does training and development look like in the FTA?”. Interviewee nr. 4 

and nr. 5 gave these answers:  

“I would say that this is an organisation, where people have a lot of influence on their own work field. Things 

they actual can bring as a job, but then also what kind of things they would like to learn.” [Interviewee 4.] 

“Now we have such a very wide range of training for which to keeping the professional skills in order. We 

have self-learning systems, we have moodles where you can both study and upkeep your own skills. Then we 

have these targeted trainings for certain topics, there are starter-courses, everything like that which is like. 

You could say it is really versatile, which is what is needed for maintaining the knowledge. And then there is 

these different (programmes), like this Gentax which is now coming. It has massive training packages that 

has the aim to upkeep competence, or to focus on competences, or on the things that are important to us in 

the future. It is in that way that we keep that staff skilled.” [Interviewee 5.] 

As one can see from these answers and from the Interview results chart in Appendix 3, 

of the major part of the interviewees answered that the training and development in the 

FTA is mostly based on individual self-learning basis. Interviewee nr. 1 answered:  

“… And then we also educate, we educate people very much and self-training. Self-training is a very 

important thing here.” [Interviewee 1.] 

However, other examples that also appeared from the results (Interview results chart in 

Appendix 3.) were Group-based trainings, Development plans, and Organisational 

trainings. As one can gather from these results, continuous employee training and 

development are important for the FTA, which is also in line with Ortlieb and Sieben´s 

(2012) Incentive’s strategy for increased retention. Although the FTA promotes 

employee development, the responsibility for finding and using it often lays solely on the 

employees. As Interviewee nr. 4 put it: 

“But then there are other things that, if you want to sort of develop yourself or maybe go further you can, but 

then once again how you get courage, or you get the information of the options. That is also one thing we are 

not always so good at if I could say, but possibilities, they have quite a lot I think we have quite a lot of them.” 

[Interviewee 4.] 
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This hints towards that even if there are enough possibilities for learning and 

development, it may be tricky for the employees to actually finding and getting to using 

them. 

Having enquired in the FTA’s training, the following topic were centered on career 

development. Namely “How does the FTA try to help employees in their careers?”. The 

answers from this question were somewhat varied. Only ‘Training and work efficiency’ 

and ‘Self-studies’ were topics that were answered by multiple interviewees. This suggests 

towards the way how training is managed in the FTA, but at the same time it indicates 

towards a lack of organised career management throughout the organisation. Individual 

answers from the interviewees of course included comments such as the following: 

“We are trying to be coaches we try to help them find solutions for themselves.” [Interviewee 2.] 

“Yeah so this. As it is constructed here, this one, it should be gone through with the managers. One’s 

immediate superior should have the opportunity to discuss it with that person, treat it and then go through 

and tell what opportunities that there are. Know a bit more about the person's wishes, strengths, and history. 

Stuff happens you know. And such things give like, hints to someone, to ponder about.” [Interview 3] 

Apart from these answers, Development conversations, Study groups, and Job rotation 

were mentioned as things that the interviewees tried to individually help their 

employees, but relating to a more specific organisational career coaching system several 

interviewees answered: 

“But such a system as one for career paths, where the employees are clearly recorded. No, we have no such 

thing.” [Interview 5.] 

“I think that we don't have.  Maybe not so, specific career programs as some of the private sector 

organisations have.  Partly due to the concept of, that we are a, because we are a public employer. And the 

way for example, the way we can use the budget, that is. That we can use for people’s salaries, it is not as 

flexible as it is in the private sector.” [Interview 7.] 

These answers of course suggest that there is a lack of an organisational career 

management programme in the FTA. Interesting enough was that interviewee nr. 3 

answered that the career management should move through the employee’s own 

manager. One can only speculate if this was an individual management style or if the 

communication of an existing organisational programme had failed somewhere on its 

way to the interviewees? In addition, it was also noteworthy that one of the interviewees 

plainly answered that the FTA “does not actively help” its employees with their career 

developments. 
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Following this the interviews continued to the question “Are the FTA doing anything to 

improve on Work Satisfaction?”. To this question a half of the interviewees answered 

that the FTA is working on improving Work Satisfaction. More than a half of the 

interviewees were also of the opinion that Work Satisfaction in the FTA was good or 

better. It was only when the interviews reached the follow-up question “What are they 

(FTA) doing to improve on Work Satisfaction?” that the answers became more 

fragmented. As it can be seen from these answers:  

“… As like here, we have these developments. We have like two, one development discussion in each of the 

groups. Where each group can meet and that the groups can like develop their core activities. And of course, 

we have group meetings, twice a month, were from the groups also can work and like intervene in different 

things. That if something is disturbing or someone wants to push something forward. And good things can 

of course also be treated every once in a while.” [Interview 1.] 

“For example, distance work can increase on the work satisfaction and this that you have the opportunity to 

work from several different offices or from home a few days a week and in some offices do not have to 

commute so much. Then of course the flexibility with things like flexible worktime and the opportunity to 

quite freely choose when you take a vacation. As well as that there it is quite a lot happening all the time 

within the tax administration. That the organisation works, I think at least, very much on developing and 

improving things as well as creating new opportunities. That there is like a willingness to develop on the part 

of the employer to also create a as good as working environment as possible.” [Interview 8.] 

As it can be seen from these answers and from the Interview results chart in Appendix 

nr. 4, the answers hint at that the FTA is attempting to manage problems that arise in 

the organisation by communicating as well as solving them as they occur. Almost all of 

the interviewees mentioned the organisational VMBaro survey conducted once a year or 

other surveys as methods that the FTA uses for managing Work satisfaction. Other Work 

satisfaction improving themes that emerged from the interviews were flexible work 

arrangements or occupational healthcare. Some of the interviewees also mentioned e.g., 

Coaching leadership training, encouraging self-learning, and even social media. 

Nevertheless, these efforts seemed to be more often performed by individuals than by 

the organisation. The results seem to indicate that the FTA’s work on Work satisfaction 

is more geared towards reactive than proactive methods.  

After this the interviews continued to the FTA’s reward system by asking the interviewees 

“Are there any reward systems in place?”. Most of the interviewees answered that the 

FTA have a Performance based Salary System, as it can be seen from the comments 

below: 
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“Of course, we have the salary systems, and it is supposed to be like every time you improve with your skills, 

you will sort of get a raise. Well yeah, we have this salary system, and it is supposed to be the rewarding 

system. But the, it is quite a heavy system to say, but there is a possibility of sort, of rewarding people when 

they actually do good or excellent.” [Interview 4.] 

“It is then perhaps, well if you ask the employees the salary is too low. At least against the level of knowledge 

that you need to possess at today's work. You should have a certain possibility in the current salary system 

to influence your salary yourself. This by it valuing the reward according to the employee, but it is still a quite 

inflexible one. That when you then have reached a certain pay level, it can be difficult to advance … of course 

in addition to the salary such other opportunities for long vacations and flexible and flexible hours and such. 

That you also have the opportunity then to study in the workplace may not work in the private sector. That 

there you may need to invest more of your own time in keeping up with the industry.” [Interview 8.] 

As it can be gathered from these answers the FTA’s employees should have the possibility 

to influence their salaries through the salary system, although it seems from the 

interviewees’ answers that influencing one’s own salary in this system can be somewhat 

difficult. Many interviewees also answered that they thought the salary system used by 

the FTA was quite poor and in need of a revision, as it can be seen from these comments: 

“Well, the salary system that we have is really bad, and because of that we do not have at the moment any 

possibility of rewarding staff. You could even say that we do not really have any that sort of systems for it. 

The salary system is really bad, from where we can give salaries. It is really rigid, so there’s no such 

opportunity from that system, for such kind of thing. Like for example after a shorter project, such as 

performance pay or other rewards. Of that there are no chance, possibly cake and coffee but that probably is 

it.” [Interview 5.] 

“Well, I would like to see, in the not-so-distant future, that we could develop our performance-based salary 

system (“tulospalkka”), this monetary reward system.  To a bit more flexible direction. So that is one kind 

weakness that probably we have.  The fact is just that the, it is very hard for even the tax administration to 

develop compensation systems, without also the whole Finnish public sector to be also involved within it at 

the same time. Because we have this State salary system (“valtion palkkausjärjestelmä”).  So, it is not only 

the salary systems of Vero, or the Finnish Tax Administration.  It is the salary system of Every public 

organisation that we have. So, there is one of the things that we should try to develop.” [Interview 7.] 

These comments hint towards a quite heavy and inflexible system that gives little or no 

room for more specific monetary reward-management by the management. Additionally, 

the majority of interviewees did not think that there existed any other non-monetary 

reward system or other possibilities for rewarding the employees. As interviewee nr. 7 

put it: 

“Nowadays it is quite slim actually to reward an individual…” [Interview 7.] 
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Two of the interviewees answered though that there had been or maybe could be some 

different fringe benefits in the FTA. As interviewee nr. 3 answered: 

“I can tell you so much as, that we have tested a couple of years ago a system, were you got a bonus as a 

group, or an office from a certain set goal. A goal that was put like a common goal like, that you got a 

percentage of your salary. This was a thing that was tested. … This was something that applied to the group 

as a whole, that all got like, that were with got like something from that. But it was maybe not like, it was 

maybe not that easy to choose an area to apply that to.” [Interview 3.] 

This was an interesting comment, since this probably means that the FTA has apparently 

tested other reward-systems, but then decided not to continue further with them.  

Following this the interviewees were asked about what they thought the FTA’s greatest 

TER strengths and weaknesses were. By starting with the strengths, we see from the 

Interview results chart in Appendix 3. that the interviewees considered the topics of 

Flexible work, Organisational development, Employee training and education, 

Renewability, Great organisational culture, and Long-term organisational Planning as 

the FTA’s strengths as to TER. As the interviewees commented: 

“Well, you know. That at the moment there are a lot of interesting things to do because of all the new systems 

and the digitalisations. All that is very interesting for people. Even those of us, even a little bit interested in 

those things, I think that they would like to stay and see how they develops. I think that that is a strength.” 

[Interview 2.] 

“I think that there is strength, in that The Finnish Tax Administration still are or is, the fact that we do care 

about our people. As simple as that. So, we don't make decisions, which exclude our people all together.” 

[Interview 7.] 

“A strength could well be that we have here a rapid pace of development. I think that if you are a such a kind 

of person that want to influence things, then you have within the Tax Administration opportunity to 

influence quite a lot right now, if you then just end up in the right working group and get to know the right 

people.” [Interview 8.] 

From these comments the results move to what the interviewees thought about the FTA’s 

weaknesses with respect to TER. As it can be seen from the results chart in Appendix 3. 

the themes of Organisational change, greater demand of employee knowhow, large 

organisation, old organisation, hard to get to see the big picture, and Salary system were 

perceived as the greatest TER weaknesses. Some of the interviewees’ thoughts can be 

seen below: 
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“Weaknesses, a big organisation is always a weakness, because it is always really slow and slippery, and you 

don't always find that you know the rationale big picture. Why are we doing certain things. Yes, that is really 

big weakness.” [Interview 4.] 

“Then these key weaknesses, so there as for example this kind of career path planning in some units quite 

lacking, that it comes in a way a bit like by chance. And then the other one is this pay or reward system, that 

it is really bad. Yes, this current pay system has been made very rigid. That here, if you think that people 

have to be rewarded like that, to raise one difficulty level or a few letters, they have virtually no meaning. 

The salary or euro amounts in the increases are really small. And then these project-rewards or payments, 

those are really hard to get accomplished.” [Interview 5.] 

From these answers it can be gathered that the FTA possesses a solid foundation of TER 

with both employee training and development, a flexible work enviroment and evolving 

organisation. Nevertheless, improvement could possibly be done in the areas of rewards 

and other proactive incentives such as career coaching. 

4.3 Managers’ own use and implementation of TER 

Having explored the FTA’s TER management, the interviews continued to the 

interviewee’s own use of TER. With respect to this the first question was “Are you 

implementing any TR strategies in your daily work?”. A major part of the interviewees 

answered that they were utilising TER as per the answer below: 

“Yes, well that should be the daily work. To be trying to make people feeling comfortable and staying in the 

organisation. That you keep on building and developing your operations every day and it can well be these 

little things. And many things may not be visible immediately but can take longer time before you see these 

changes and improvements and it may goe unnoticed. But still, you try to make people feel comfortable and 

you try to make people to take joint responsibility for things. Partly because co-workers are very important, 

because this workplace should be more than just a job where that you go to get money. Now it is very 

important that you get on with your co-workers and that you feel that you are one in the group and that you 

share the workload. Also, that you can get help from your co-workers and maybe also help them. That when 

you have this common responsibility that everything works, I think that there is less risk of people leaving 

the workplace. That you are maybe more connected, not only to the job that you then need to get money 

from somewhere, but also to this one like. That you create connections with your co-workers. “ [Interview 

8.] 

Others answered that they were not sure if they did: 

“Well! I feel that at least not consciously. Maybe. … At least not to the system model. Consciously not so, 

but… Well, I don’t really have that now, I’ve been here for almost a year doing that substitute so there hasn’t 

been any need like that or other like that. In my opinion there is no such thing that I can now link to my 

everyday life like this. Like this, that strategy, that application, in no way in that way.” [Interview 6.] 
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When asked what kind of TER strategies they used, more than a half of the interviewes 

answered that they mostly employed traditional manager responsibilities, i.e., planning, 

and other resource manamgent. Many interviewees also emphasised that they were 

trying to motivate or empower their employees in their work:  

“I've been trying to give them both responsibility and power. Meaning that I have to give responsibility, must 

give responsibility to the employee. That responsibility. That is good. But you have to work on that, you have 

to give it to your own fields, so to speak. Usually, it is an expression of trust. And good in this way of working 

together or under the supervision of a large major based on the best of trust. And I think a good way to do 

that is to give as much responsibility to you subordinates as possible. And space, make your own mouthpiece. 

I haven't tried it that way. Keeping the open ones open and at the same time giving them the opportunity to 

show off their nails in a way. And when a person survives these tasks which he has gained the power of 

responsibility and so then he can be given the truth a little so much more. But it is, well sometimes it’s an 

exact job but, but I’m leaving myself true better, is to rely basically when to be trusted. So, it is better to trust, 

to chose to trust, than to choose not to trust, if you I think you know what I mean.” [Interview 7.] 

Some also tried do talent mapping of their groups while a few interviewees actively were 

trying to career coach their employees. Others mentioned that they tried to help their 

employees to stay on top of different training and development programmes as can be 

seen from interviewee nr 4.s answer: 

“So in everyday basis we are doing like, quick like, study groups. Or we are doing quite, sort of educational 

learning lessons, types of things like all the time. Then we have this huge “Osaamiskarttoitus”. I don't know 

what it is called, it is like some, “Talent questionnaire”, what could it be in English? But people are answering 

and feeling out their talents all the time. And then we have to go through it. Sort of I would say, maybe 3 or 

4 times a year, and we make plans how to educate people and how to use all the talent that they have better 

within the next coming months.” [Interview 4.] 

After this the interviewees were asked about what they are doing to improve on 

Worksatisfaction and how they are helping their employees with their careers. As it can 

be gathered from the Interview results chart in Appendix 3, a major part of the 

interviewees put great emphasis on communication and being perceptive to the 

employees needs and desires as well as on the WMbaro-survey for both the work 

satisfaction and the career assistance: 

“Well as I see it, knowledge is the key to successful work satisfaction. And when we have this knowledge-

based work, it is very important then that you as an employee have the opportunity to get to improve in the 

area you are working on ... It is the same there to then be perceptive and try to figure out to where that they 

do want to go. And then from that make some kind of development plan. So, to then maintain the knowledge 

in that area that is the main task and check that it is the right task for this person. Or maybe perhaps it is 

then that it would be more appropriate to do something else. And what does the person itself want, or then 

so you know to function as some kind of intermediary and then they go on to some other jobs. If so, it is then 
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only to try to get them motivated as long as possible by then offering more and more challenging tasks. Its 

that you keep this interest up all the time.” [Interview 8] 

Other themes connected to Work satisfaction that emerged from the inteviewees were 

fairness, praisegiving, and employee empowerment. With regard to the career assistance 

the answers also included solutions, constructive feedback and giving the possibility to 

try other tasks. 

The last question that was asked was “Which steps are taken when a person leaves?”. 

From the Interview results chart in Appendix 3 it can be seen that many interviewees 

inquired the reason for the employee leaving the organisation.  

“Well, of course I discuss what the reasons are, that is there anything here at our workplace, or a supervisor, 

or something else that causes that person to want to leave. But on the other hand, these situations are always 

quite sudden when they arrive. From my point of view, I am most often only glad for the other person, that 

he has found a new position, that his career is like moving forward and he is finding interesting new tasks.” 

[Interview 1.] 

Several of the interviewees also started to check for possible operational problems and 

takes steps for the continuous operation. 

“What you often do is that this, you of course try to check that, if you do not know prior what this person 

does, what his tasks are. It depends a bit on the situation, that is this that person that sits like a spider in a 

web. Or is this person just one in the group. If it is someone that sitts like the spider in the web and it comes 

just like this, that you did not have a pale blue idea that this person is leaving. Then it is like, then you try to 

check up immediately everything. That, this is probably all work that this person has, and then start to think 

more on that, does he, is he the only one doing it? How many others are doing it? To like get a quick overview, 

if I did not already happen to have it prior to this.” [Interview 3.] 

It was interesting to note that less than a half of the interviewees had official 

organisational ending discussion with the departing employees. In addition, only one of 

the interviewees said that he/she inquired possible feedback from the departing 

employee. 

The last of the topic-question was “What is the FTA currently doing to improve on TR?”. 

As it can be seen from the results chart in Appendix 3, the answers ranged from Creating 

a working TM process, knowledge development, improving communications, improving 

internal recruitment to unifying the talent retention praxises in the organisation. 

Comments from the interviews were like: 
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“Hmm.  We have this whole like process called “Osaamisen kehättimen”. It is a big one, because it is a whole 

process that should lead into a situation where we have like ongoing system of improving our work. And sort 

of managing talents and I think that it is, we have started the process, but it is not working really the way it 

should work in that perspective. I would say. But it is a new thing so with, so it will take a while before we 

are getting there. But that is something that I think we, I have no other, I do not know actually. I do not know 

other big organisations where there is that the type of system and whole process in that kind of developing 

Talent. And in that sort of way that we have actually one person in the Uusimaa region and her main task, 

her main job is to create ways of managing, and sort of renewing and retenting the talent yes.” [Interview 4.] 

It was interesting to discoverfrom a few of them that the FTA Uusimaa region apparently 

had a TM/TER officer with the responsibility to manage Talent in the region. This is 

noteworthy when most of the interviewees did not mention this officer at all, although 

the case could also be that they were unaware the existence of such a person. However, 

this person did not want to participate in this research or in any way assist it when this 

person was contacted. It is worth noting that three interviewees plainly answered that 

the FTA is probably working on improvement, but they could not say what what was 

actually done. As interviewee nr. 2 answered: 

“I should think so. But I cannot say any, no concrete ideas. But, as we always try to improve on all parts so, 

I'm sure that there is something in that regard.” [Interview 2.]. 

How and why the interviewees, who consist of managers and persons of interest, were 

unaware of such issues spanning the entire organisation, such as the TER strategies, are 

hard to imagine, unless the internal communication is to some extent lacking in 

efficiency. 

4.4 Summary 

As it can be gathered from this chapter, the basic part of TER is clearly prevalent and 

used in the FTA’s management operations. This can be seen in the organisation’s use of 

flexible workhours and the possibility of employee knowledge development. This is in 

contrast with more sophisticated TER strategies, such as non-monetary reward systems 

and career coaching, which are conspicuously absent from the organisation’s 

management inventory of strategies. Furthermore, the results seem to show that FTA’s 

managers have some knowledge in TER, but at the same time they are to a large extent 

hesitant, unsure, or misinformed of the topic, even if several interviewees in practice 

continuously implemented TER strategies in their daily work, e.g., resources 

management and employee development. However, they are often unaware of these and 

the other HRM strategies’ connection to TER and how these actions impact the wider 

HRM picture. From the results it can also be gathered that the information exchange 
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within the organisation is highly dependent on individual initiative from both employees 

and managers alike, be it then about professional learning, organisational change or 

inhouse career opportunities. Examples of this is that employees often had to find out by 

themselves new learning opportunities, or that many of the interviewees only knew that 

the FTA had HMR development plans but not what those plans entailed for them or the 

organisation. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

After this study’s results have been displayed, this chapter will discuss the key findings 

of this research and the implications that these may bring to the conclusions of this case 

study. In accordance with this study’s main research question, this chapter will start with 

assessing the FTA’s managers’ relationship to TER and looking at how they are 

implementing it in their work. The chapter will continue with the study’s secondary 

research question by discussing the FTA’s implementation of TER into their operations. 

The implications that will arrive from this study’s results will be discussed and examined 

in this chapter in relation to the content of this study’s Litterature review. Lastly, this 

chapter will end in a brief discussion concerning the different limitations that the main 

points of this study faces. 

5.1 Between tradition and new managing  

As it can be gathered from this study’s results, the notions of TER and what it entails are 

not all that clear or even familiar to many interviewees that partook in this study. 

Nevertheless, a majority of the managers still used many of the basic strategies that TER 

theory advocates for in their daily work, e.g., resources management or employee 

knowledge development.  Which is encouraging as Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) mentioned 

these being effective basic retention strategies. Some interviewees even mentioned that 

they employed some of the more complex TER strategies in their groups, such as career 

coaching or mentoring. In order to understand this inconsistency this study needs to first 

look at how the interviewees view themselves and their roles in the organisational 

context, and then continue examining and discussing how they implement TER in their 

line of work. 

As it could be seen from the results, the FTA’s managers viewed themselves as 

hardworking, competent, and experienced managers. They also saw themselves as 

managers that manage their own groups in accordance with the guidelines set by the 

organisation. Further many interviewees considered that their duties ended at the point 

of the basic resource management of their own groups. This view on management is often 

perceived to be in line with “Traditional management”, where the work task and its 

completement are often the focus. Although being a successful and a sound foundation 

to many HRM philosophies, the Traditional management style has not changed much in 

the past century (Pistrui & Dimov, 2018), which today starts to show in the ever-changing 

environment in which most organisations find themselves. Therefore, traditional 

management by its own is often viewed as less adaptable and it can be viewed in 
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management circles as almost “short-sighted” in larger organisational contexts. Hence, 

more overarching and inclusive HRM strategies, such as TM or TER, are used nowadays 

to combat the inefficiencies that Traditional management possesses (Boxall, Purcell and 

Wright, 2007). But why did such a major part of the interviewees’ views resemble that of 

the Traditional management, if there are today proven alternatives? 

If one wanted to be judgemental, one could point to the results, the fact that the average 

age of the FTA’s managers was quite high, and to the fact that the FTA is a large and old 

organisation. However, this is not appropriate, as the results show that several 

interviewees went far beyond their duties and implemented complex TER strategies in 

their groups. Nor can one put all the weight on the FTA, since the results also show that 

the organisation regularly employs different HRM strategies and also operates in an 

enviroment with numerous regulations. Hence, the collected results need to be analysed 

more in detail. 

In the case of the FTA’s managers views on management and duties it is easier to get a 

better understanding of them from their employments. Most interviewees had seen long 

employments with the FTA, where many of such employees had been in the organisation 

for more than 20 years. This in itself shows that the FTA has had a functioning retention 

system, as people have stayed for longer employments. It also brings the fact that longer 

employments are often known to increase employee resistance to organisational change. 

In this sense, one can understand that such managers that have started far earlier may 

have more easily got stuck to older management strategies and practices. When this is 

combined with the many of today’s managerial styles that only have begun to emerge in 

the recent couple of decades (Michaels et al., 2001), this could be a partial explanation 

to the Traditional managing style still lingering on with the managers.  

However, the lack of knowledge or hesitancy towards new HRM strategies cannot be 

totally explained by how things were in the past. Out of necessity organisations and their 

employees need to develop with the times and markets that they are operating in. One 

could gather from the results that the FTA continuously tries to put emphasis on 

employee training and development. This study is instead of being directed towards the 

managers’ shortcomings, more directed towards the apparent lacking in the FTA’s 

development of its management, since a particularly major part of the interviewees was 

uncertain about newer HRM strategies in the FTA. In addition, several were unaware of 

what the organisation was doing to improve on its employee strategies and practices, not 

mentioning knowing how these impact on the organisation’s larger HRM efforts. Of 
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course, the organisational unawareness by the interviewees could be a symptom of how 

the FTA’s communications are setup and working in practice. But one would think that 

this kind of organisational manager awareness would be more important than that it just 

can fall between the floorboards. Whatever the case, the FTA’s development of its 

managers’ HRM knowledge points at least towards a place were improvements can be 

made, as long as they take into account the resistance towards change that the long 

employee employments may possibly bring. 

How did then the FTA’s managers implement TER, if many of them where unsure what 

TER is? As it may be seen from the results, most of the interviewees were using 

Traditional management in their daily work e.g., resource management, project 

management, and team communications. As it has been seen in this study, many HRM 

management strategies, e.g., TER and TM, have Traditional management as a base on 

which where those are built (Michaels et al., 2001). As such, it can be concluded that 

managers in the FTA possess and use at least the basics of TER in their work, as many of 

the interviewees also concluded when hearing the definition of TER. When moving 

towards more specialised TER strategies and practices, the managers that used them got 

fewer, as they often were unsure if they actually used it and not some other HRM 

strategy. TER subjects that were mentioned here were for example career coaching, 

career development, individualised training, employee skill inventory, employee 

empowerment, work life balance, exit interviews and more. Strategies and factors that 

both Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) and Hausknecht et al. (2009) mentions being important 

for TER. Most of these subjects were such that the FTA did not have an organisation-

wide practice at the time of the study but that individual managers chose to implement 

such one to support their own work. Employee skill inventory and Work life balance were 

two topics that several mentioned helping them in their direct work, while others chose 

to implement e.g., career coaching to help their team members. However, these kinds of 

strategies and practices are hard to implement and follow up on without a supporting 

structure from the organisation, as the interviewees also admitted. The lack of structure 

also made the coordination between groups and offices hard, as one manager’s TER work 

did not directly get shared with others in the organisation by other means than direct 

communication. Hence, one could draw conclusions that if the organisation had a 

supporting TER structure in place for the managers to use, it would have been easier to 

spread lessons learned from individual efforts between managers. Another thing that 

supports this could be that a few interviewees mentioned that the FTA at the time of this 

study had established a Talent management officer for coordination and development. 
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This of course was interesting to hear that such a position existed when most of the 

interviewees did not know or mention it in the interviews. Such an oversight points 

towards the already mentioned communications setup and its workings in the FTA. But 

to step closer to such topics one needs to step over from the managers relationship to 

TER towards how the FTA applies TER in its organisation. 

5.2 A public organisation and its TER 

As it has been seen from the results, the FTA might not have a specifically named 

organisational TER programme in action, but it does continuously allocate resources to 

areas that TER theory advocates for. E.g., resources as for managing, training, and 

retaining employees. But are these efforts enough for the organisation and where should 

efforts be made to improve retention?  

To get a better overall view of the FTA’s position one must first look at the organisation’s 

surrounding factors e.g., public sector organisation, government downsizing, regulated 

business environment, old organisational structures, automation, and more (Ackroyd, 

1995). These kinds of enviromental factors all affect the FTA in different ways but 

simultaneously have strenuous impact concerning employee reqruitment and retention. 

This even before different organisational HRM tactics are considered. For example, the 

fact that the FTA operates in the public sector and in a highly regulated commercial 

enviroment where government downsizing has been fairly common occurrences 

(Ackroyd, 1995), it makes very hard for the organisation to compete with the private 

sector or other organisations on salaries or other non-monetary compensations. This 

constraint on budgets and salaries combined with a large old organisation also make the 

FTA slow on to react to new global trends, possibly hindering both system automations 

and new HRM practices that otherwise could help the organisation’s operations. It also 

does not help that the FTA’s goals often are socially thought of as somewhat 

unglamorous. It is because of these drawbacks that different HRM strategies, for 

example TER, are so important for the FTA’s or other public organisations’ employee 

retention in order to, even if they have disadvantages, effectively compete for the 

workforce with other organisations. 

But even as the FTA’s employee situation has its organisational drawbacks, it is not as 

gloomy as it may seem at first glance. As it could be seen from this study’s results, the 

FTA has been earlier quite good at getting and keeping its employees for long 

employments, which indicates that people have been to a large extent satisfied with the 
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FTA’s retention efforts. This employee satisfaction could of course be waning in younger 

generations if the pilot-study referred to in this study’s introduction consisted of any 

indicators towards what those young professionals desire from their workplaces (e.g., 

appealing work incentives, career coaching, and mentoring programmes). But as this 

studys results point out, the FTA still operates on a solid TER foundation of strategies, 

practices, and factors that keep its employees in the organisation. This foundation 

consists of such things as stable employment, flexible worktime, flexible work 

arrangements, steady workload, employee training and development, and extended 

vacations. Which are all factors that Hausknecht et al. (2009) mentioned helps keep up 

retention levels. Further, these things have for a long time let the employees at the FTA 

keep a good Work life balance, which most likely also have kept the Work satisfaction on 

a decent level. One thing to note here is that Work satisfaction management is done in 

the FTA not on a proactive but on a reactive basis. This is in itself not a fault. As it could 

be gathered from the results, the FTA is monitoring its employees’ well-being by 

continuously conducting surveys and dealing with issues when they appear. However, 

may these basic TER strategies solely be enough to compete with other organisations on 

the workforce market? As it can also be assessed from both the pilot-study and from this 

studys results, the FTA especially lacks in the TER areas of organisational rewards, 

communications, and other complex TER strategies. But how are these areas then 

lacking?  

To start with, salaries in the FTA’s have already long been known in everyday speech to 

be poorer than in the private sector. While there are some truths to it, at least as far as 

the Finnish private and public sectors salaries are concerned (Wages, Salaries and 

Labour, 2021), it is clearly depending on towards with which business area and 

organisation it is compared. More certain is that several of this study’s interviewees 

mentioned that the FTA’s reward systems are sub-par compared to other organisations 

and are hampering their own management as well as retention efforts. Words used by 

the interviewees with respect to the performance-based salary system were that it was 

inflexible, old, and poor. In addition, comments about non-monetary reward-systems 

were that they were hard to implement, unsuitable or almost nonexistent. These 

sentiments were interesting, as they were in contrast with the FTA’s own statement 

which states that the performance-based salary-system lets the employees themselves 

influence their salary level with their knowledge and work developments (Salary, 2020). 

The organisation also mentions that fringe benefits that can be had in the FTA are for 

example work travel vouchers, company healthcare, exercise- and culture vouchers, 

https://sv.bab.la/lexikon/engelsk-svensk/everyday-speech
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lunch subsidies, certain computer programmes for distance work, and work sponsored 

recreational events (Skatteförvaltningen, 2017). But as it could be seen from this study’s 

results, it is very difficult in practice for the employees to actually accomplish a salary 

change according to the interviewees. This inflexibility combined with the fact that there 

are almost no effective non-monetary reward-systems in place, e.g., free bevarage and 

snacks, extra leave, or other rewarding fringe benefits. According to the interviewees, 

this made it very difficult for them to effectively influence or reward their employees 

more than with a pat on the shoulder. Several interviewees expressed the belief that if 

they had more flexibility and options for influencing and rewarding their employees, they 

would then also be able to manage their groups turnover rates more efficiently. However, 

as it could be seen from the results, many of the interviewees acknowledged, as the 

reward systems are tied to the public sector, it is hard to implement change in any major 

way. 

The second problematic area is communication. Although communication and 

information exchange usually work in the FTA, one could see from this study’s results, it 

is not certain that its employees get information. It could be observed that the majority 

of the interviewees could not answer what the FTA was currently doing to develop its 

HRM and what it entailed for them or the organisation. Or the fact that only a few of the 

interviewees actually knew that the FTA’s Uusimaa region had its own TM officer. In 

addition, the uncertainty regarding that most of the managers possessed about different 

HRM strategies, as for example TER or TM, could be linked to sub-par information 

exchange between the HRM department and FTA’s managers on current global HR 

trends. But why is this stumbling information exchange then the case when the 

organisation otherwise seems to have processes in place for effective information 

management e.g., surveys, team meetings, and directed employee training and 

development? All these seem to be working. One could start looking at the organisation’s 

size for explaining this conundrum. As it was seen already in the introduction of this 

study, the FTA is one of the largest public organisations in the Finnish public sector with 

over 5000 employees (Work with us, 2020). This in itself brings great organisational 

challenges when trying to get the right information to the right people. Although this 

explanation is plausible, it should be a too easy explanation. This as the FTA is an older 

organisation that have gotten a lot of practices of adjusting its structures through the 

years. Instead of looking at the organisation’s size, one could get a more accurate 

overview by looking at how the FTA’s communication and information exchange is 

structured. As it can be seen from the study’s results, the information exchange in the 
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FTA is highly individualised and puts a lot of responsibility on the organisation’s 

employees. This means that both employees and managers need to be very vigilant to get 

information about the organisation and its operations. While this way of structuring your 

information exchange is not inherently wrong and works to a high degree, it puts 

unnecessary pressure on the organisation’s employees to know what they need to find 

and know. One could here see the potential pitfall that if you are not highly motivated in 

finding new information or ways of managing it, this kind of specialised information can 

fall between the boards, even if you as an employee knew where to find it. Of course, one 

could say that the employees or the the managers need to give more attention to the 

information gathering and sharing, but as it has been seen, this road has already been 

taken. A better way could instead be for the organisation to try to streamline the 

information channels and assist the employees more in getting the right information. 

The last of the FTA’s wanting areas are the absence of other proven TER strategies and 

practices in the FTA’s operations than those that we have already talked about. These 

TER strategies, some of which could also be observed playing a large role in this study’s 

introductions pilot-study, were e.g., Career coaching, mentor programmes, employee 

empowerment programmes, monetary and non-monetary reward systems. These 

strategies and practices are often thought of as more complex than basic ones, such as 

work life balance management. This complexity demands more resources, input, and 

coordination from the organisations’ practitioners as well for becoming successful. As it 

was seen from this study’s results, there were scattered efforts by individual managers to 

implement these strategies, such as career coaching, different levels of mentoring, or 

employee empowerment. However, useful as these efforts may have been for the 

individual employee, the lack of structure and assistance from the FTA’s side, probably 

hampered the wider organisational effectiveness. One can assume that without 

organisational support for TER coordination, employee information exchange, and 

reqruitment planning it becomes nearly impossible to accomplish for individual 

managers or employees.  As it could be gathered from the theory chapter and from the   

pilot-study referred to in the introduction, these kinds of more complex TER strategies 

could well be becoming more important for today’s employees. As it can be seen, highly 

trained employees want to be able to work independently to a large degree, while at the 

same time getting both plenty of professional and career support from the organisation 

(Hausknecht et al., 2009). From the pilot-study one could clearly see this desire in the 

interviewees feeling that they did not get enough career support or challenging tasks. 

This probably steadily decreased their organisational embeddedness and made it easier 
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to make their final choice on leaving the organisation. One could gather here that factors 

such as lacking organisational coordination or changing employee needs hint towards a 

likely need for the FTA developing and introducing more TER structures and 

programmes for better retaining their employees. 

5.3 Limitations 

This study has focused on exploring the managers’ knowledge and use of TER in the FTA 

including how that these strategies take form in the organisation. Even though there are 

many things that can be discussed, one must also look at the limitations that the study 

faces. One such limitation is that the individual’s knowledge and use of TER discussed in 

the paper does not consider the differences that individuals may themselves have 

encountered in their own work. The managers are such in this study considered a 

homogeneous group. Nor are the fact considered that different departments may have 

differing work cultures. One could here tackle this limitating factor and address the 

nature of management by studying other existing pools of managers in the public sector 

e.g., The Social Insurance Institution of Finland or National Land Survey of Finland. If 

one had studied the phenomenon from a wider perspective, it would likely bring out new 

valuable insights that could benefit TER in other public organisations.  Another 

limitating factor is that in this specific research, the topic of TER was examined through 

a single case study. As a researcher I do acknowledge that the small sample and area limit 

the generalisations that can be had from this study’s results. The results produced by this 

case study can therefore only be relevant in this context. It would be interesting to 

conduct similar case studies in other regions of the FTA or in other public organisations 

located in similar contexts. This in order to increase the generalisability of the results. 

This could be done by using the same interview template which would allow comparison 

between the results. As a researcher I also acknowledge the possible research bias that 

may have affected this study’s results. Indeed, the fact that I was employed by the 

organisation and had professional relationships with many of the interviewees are 

something that has likely affected the empirical data that was gathered through this 

study. It is a possibility that I have unknowingly affected the way the interviewees 

expressed themselves during the interview and how I interpreted and analysed the 

received data. In order to overcome this issue, it would be interesting to study the 

phenomenon with other ways of researching the topic (e.g., with the help of quantitative 

research methods, as this could bring out new knowledge about phenomenon in 

question).  
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6   CONCLUSION 

Talent and Employee Retention is today a necessary tool for the employee management 

of both private and public organisations in order to the organisations being able to 

reduce unintended organisational turnover and thereby lowering recruitment costs. 

Because of their close interaction with an organisation’s employees the line managers are 

an essential part in these strategies and practices.  This study has because of this explored 

what the FTA’s managers know about TER and how they use it in their work. It has also 

looked at how TER takes form in the FTA. 

Before comparing this study’s main research question with the gathered results, it first 

needs to be concluded that even though the managers in the FTA’s Uusimaa region are 

competent and take their roles as managers seriously, the majority of them do not 

possess an overall great knowledge of the theory of TER. This despite of the FTA 

continuously investing resources into its organisation’s HRM and regularly training its 

managers in topics concerning its employees. Although it is of course hard to point out 

what might have caused the lack of TER awareness, this study believe that three 

emergent factors may have impacted the knowledge more than others. These factors are 

dated views on what management entails, manager hesitancy towards change, and 

inadequate organisational manager HRM training and development programmes. 

Despite of these hampering factors the study’s main research question still revealed that 

most of the managers nonetheless often used forms of basic TER in their daily work by 

following traditional management practices e.g., resource management, employee 

training, managing employee work life balance, and project management techniques. 

Such traditional management practices are what Ortlieb and Sieben’s (2012) mentions 

as important foundations for a functioning TER. However, these basic strategies and 

practises are not able to completely combat every turnover issue that organisations today 

are faced with. For that, organisations also need to implement other more complex TER 

strategies. Because of this concern it was noteworthy that a few interviewees mentioned 

that they themselves were using such kinds of more intricate TER strategies in their 

work, which the organisation did not structurally support but that the interviewees felt 

being important. Strategies mentioned were for example employee career coaching, 

mentoring, and employee empowerment techniques which all fit quite well in with 

Ortlieb and Sieben’s (2012) TER strategy framework.  

When continuing to assess this study’s secondary research question it first needs to be 

established that, even if the FTA might not have a specifically named organisational TER 
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programme, the organisation still continuously allocates resources for strategies and 

practices that resemble TER and implements them into its operations. From the 

secondary research question, it could be concluded that the FTA implements basic TER 

strategies and practises consisting of e.g., flexible working hours, opportunities for 

professional development and different fringe benefits. From comparing these strategies 

and practises with Ortlieb and Sieben’s (2012) as well as Hausknecht et al.´s (2009) 

frameworks, it can be concluded that the FTA’s basic TER situation and operations are 

quite decent. However, this study’s results also show that certain key strategy aspects 

that Ortlieb and Sieben (2012) describe are lacking in the FTA’s TER management. 

Namely, the organisation’s reward systems, organisational communications, and the 

implementation of more sophisticated TER strategies. These factors are most likely 

hampering the FTA’s TER and efforts for lessening organisational turnover. 

These conclusions show broadly how the FTA’s managers use TER and how it is used in 

the FTA. In addition to these, of what future assistance can this research study be either 

to the FTA or academic theory? Due to the limitations of the research (e.g., single case 

study, small sample group) it is challenging to give any validated advice to the FTA or its 

managers. However, one decent advice would be that the managers studied TER 

theoretically so that they would know more about it and be more adapted to applying it 

in their own groups, which should also help the managers in their work. Nevertheless, as 

long as the FTA does not incorporate TER programmes and structures that support the 

organisation, the benefits of the individual efforts may be modest on a wider 

organisational level. Without organisational support for TER coordination, employee 

information exchange, and reqruitment planning, it becomes nearly impossible for 

individuals to accomplish any wider positive effects. Therefore, it would be beneficial for 

the FTA to establish official TER structures in its HRM.   

This study complements the existing theories by showing how TER is implemented by 

both managers and organisations in public organisations. This increased understanding 

of the use of TER in public organisations can be seen valuable for organisations and 

academics alike. 
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APPENDIX 1, TALENT RETENTION IN THE FINNISH TAX 
ADMINISTRATION 

 
Background questions: 

1. Are you familiar with the concepts of Talent and Employee Retention? What do 
you know about it?  

Talent or Employee retention are the strategies and practices 
applied by an employer or to try reducing the employees need to 
change employer. 

 
2. Can you tell me shortly about you and your role here at the Finnish Tax 

Administration? How long have you worked for the Finnish Tax Administration? 

3. Are you currently in charge of employees, and in what way, how many? 

Main questions: 

What methods and strategies do the Finnish Tax Administration use? 

 
1. What kind of methods and strategies (like “HRM”, “Talent and Employee 

Retention”, and Talent Management) do the Finnish Tax Administration employ 
to keep their employees in the organisation? 

B. How does “Personal training and development” look like in the Finnish 
Tax Administration? 

D. How does the Finnish Tax Administration help and guide its employees 
in developing their careers? 

C. How does HRM communication work in the organisation? Are there 
clear channels between different levels? Who gets the information? 

E. What do the Finnish Tax Administration do to improve on work 
satisfaction for its employees? 

A. What kind of reward systems are there in the Finnish Tax 
Administration? 

2. How do you think that these methods, strategies, and practises affects the 
employees in the organisation? 
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The interviewees thoughts about “Talent and Employee Retention strategies and 

practices”? 

1. Are you implementing any “Talent Retention strategies”? 

A. Which ones? 

B. Why not? 

2. Do you try to improve on “Work satisfaction” for your employees?  

A. In which way? 

B. Why not? 

3. How do you follow up on your teams/employees’ professional needs? 
Anything else you try to keep updated about.  

4. How do you help and guide your employees in their career development? 

5. Do you see any flaws in your own strategy and practise usage?  

6. What do you think that makes or prevents most people from leaving an 
organisation? 

7. What do you do when an employee informs you that he/she are leaving 
the organisation? Why? 

8. Can good Talent and Employee Retention keep employees in an 
organisation? 

9. Can you see that Talent and employee retention could be an 
organisational problem? What kind of managerial implications could the 
strategies and methods bring?  

10. What do you think that the situation is in the Finnish Tax Administration 
regarding morale and satisfaction? Why do you think this is?  
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How to improve on Organisational Strengths and Weaknesses? 

1. Were in the methods, strategies, and practises do you see strengths and 
weaknesses for the Finnish tax Administration? 

B. Which are the biggest strengths? 

C. Which are the biggest weaknesses? 

 
2. Do you think that the Finnish Tax Administration is currently doing anything to 

improve on its “Talent and Employee Retention strategies”? 

A. What are those strategies? 

B. Do you think that the organisation should try improving on its 
strategies? 

Ending question: 

1. Have these questions created new thoughts concerning these subjects? 

2. Do you have anything more to ad to your answers?  
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APPENDIX 2, AMMATTIOSAAJIEN PITÄMINEN 
VEROHALLINNOSSA 

 
Taustakysymykset: 

1. Tunnetteko käsiteparin ”Talent Retention” ja ”Employee Retention”? Mitä 

tiedätte ennestään käsitteiden kuvaamasta asiasta? 

 

Näillä käsitteillä viitataan strategioihin, menetelmiin ja käytäntöihin, joita 

työnantaja soveltaa toiminnassaan ehkäistäkseen tai vähentääkseen 

työntekijöidensä/ammattiosaajiensa motivaatiota tai tarvetta vaihtaa 

työpaikkaa.  

 

2. Kertoisitteko lyhyesti itsestänne ja työnkuvastanne Verohallinnossa? Kuinka 

pitkään olette työskennelleet Verohallinnossa? 

 

3. Onko teillä tällä hetkellä alaisia? Kuinka monta alaista teillä on ja kuvailisitteko 

esimiesvastuutanne ja -tehtäviänne?  

 
Pääkysymykset:  

Verohallinnossa sovellettavat strategiat ja menetelmät 

1. Minkälaisia strategioita ja menetelmiä (kuten esimerkiksi Human Resource 

Management (HRM), Talent and Employee Retention (TER) ja Talent 

Management (TM)) Verohallinto soveltaa pitääkseen henkilökuntansa 

palveluksessaan?  

 

A. Miten Verohallinto kouluttaa ja kehittää henkilökuntansa ammatillista 

osaamista?   

B. Miten Verohallinto tukee ja ohjaa henkilökuntansa urakehitystä?  

C. Millä tavalla HRM-kommunikaatio toimii Verohallinnossa? Onko eri 

tasojen välillä olemassa selvät keskusteluyhteydet? Millä tavalla työntekijät 

saavat tätä tietoa?  

D. Mitä keinoja Verohallinto soveltaa kehittääkseen työntekijöidensä 

työhyvinvointia ja -tyytyväisyyttä?  

E. Palkitseeko Verohallinto työntekijöitään millään muulla tavalla kuin 

rahallisesti?  

 

2. Miten arvioisitte edellä mainittujen menetelmien, strategioiden ja käytäntöjen 

vaikuttavan Verohallinnon työntekijöiden työhyvinvointiin ja -tyytyväisyyteen?  
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Haastateltavan näkemyksiä TER-strategioista ja –käytänteistä. 

1. Sovellatteko TER-strategioita esimiestyössänne?  

 

A. Minkälaisia strategioita olette soveltaneet?  

B. Onko olemassa syitä sille, miksi ette ole soveltaneet tiettyjä strategioita?  

 

2. Millä keinoilla pyritte edistämään alaistenne työhyvinvointia ja -tyytyväisyyttä?  

 

A. Millä tavalla olette käyttäneet näitä keinoja?  

B. Onko olemassa syitä sille, miksi ette ole soveltaneet tiettyjä keinoja? 

 

3. Millä tavalla pysytte selvillä alaistenne kulloisistakin ammatillisista tarpeista? 

Mistä muista työntekijöiden työhyvinvointiin ja -tyytyväisyyteen liittyvistä 

asioista pyritte säännönmukaisesti olemaan selvillä?  

 

4. Millä tavalla tuette ja ohjaatte alaisianne heidän ammatillisessa 

kehittymisessään?  

 

5. Onko käyttämissänne strategioissa ja keinoissa mielestänne kehittämistarpeita?  

 

6. Mitkä asiat ovat mielestänne keskeisiä alaistenne/työntekijöiden pitämiseksi 

Verohallinnon palveluksessa?  

 

7. Minkälaisiin toimenpiteisiin ryhdytte, mikäli alaisenne kertoo teille 

harkitsevansa työpaikan vaihtamista taikka on jo päättänyt näin tehdä? Miksi 

näihin toimenpiteisiin on mielestänne ryhdyttävä?  

 

8. Voitaisiinko hyvillä TER-käytänteillä pitää työntekijöitä Verohallinnon 

palveluksessa?  

 

9. Voisivatko TER-käytänteet aiheuttaa ongelmia Verohallinnon organisaatiossa?  

 

10. Miten kuvailisitte nykyistä työhyvinvoinnin ja -tyytyväisyyden tilaa 

Verohallinnossa? Minkä asioiden arvelisitte vaikuttavan nykyiseen 

tilanteeseen?  
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Strategioiden ja käytäntöjen vahvuuksiin ja heikkouksiin vaikuttaminen.  

1. Mitä vahvuuksia ja heikkouksia Verohallinnon nykyisiin menetelmiin, 

strategioihin ja käytäntöihin mielestänne liittyy?  

 

A. Mitkä ovat keskeisimmät vahvuudet?  

B. Mitkä ovat keskeisimmät heikkoudet?  

 

2. Millä tavalla Verohallinto mielestänne tällä hetkellä kehittää TER-strategioitaan 

ja -keinojaan? 

 

A. Kuvailisitteko kehittämisen kohteena olevia strategioita ja keinoja?  

B. Millä tavalla Verohallinnon tulisi teidän mielestänne kehittää TER-

strategioitaan ja –keinojaan? 

 
Päättävät kysymykset: 

1. Onko käymämme haastattelu herättänyt teissä uusia ajatuksia käsitellystä 

aiheesta?  

 

2. Onko teillä mahdollisesti jotain lisättävää antamiinne vastauksiin? 
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